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Virtual Tours

Grand Canyon

The library contains 300,000 volumes, mainly from the 19th century, with
strengths in religion, British art, architecture, topography and history; American
history, biography, and literature; Romance languages and literature; history of
science; and geography, exploration and travel. The five-tier George Peabody
Library is considered so beautiful that sometimes weddings are held in its NeoGreco atrium. It was also funded by American financier and philanthropist
George Peabody.

Fans of national parks should put the Grand
Canyon on their travel bucket list. Big and
beautiful, the Unesco World Heritage Site
has some of the most magnificent vistas in
the world. It is also home to a big range
of flora and fauna, with the most famous
animal here being the rare California
Condor. On this tour, you will visit
archaeological sites that lay mostly hidden
for centuries. Archaeologists excavated
the sites, exposing them for a few days
or weeks during which time these images
were taken. Immediately after excavation,
the sites were reburied to protect them
from further damage from exposure to
the elements and possible damage from
visitation. This tour is now the only way
to experience these places where people
once lived. Check out interactive 360°
photos that show archaeologists at work,
along with their tools.

artsandculture.google.com/story/hAUB7xhL5zT9rg

nps.gov/features/grca/001/archeology

George Peabody Library
Formerly the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore, the
library’s collection dates from the founding of the Peabody Institute in 1857.
The library building opened in 1878 and was designed by Baltimore architect
Edmund G. Lind, in collaboration with the Peabody Institute’s first provost, Dr.
Nathaniel H. Morison. The stack room contains five tiers of ornamental castiron balconies, which rise dramatically to the skylight 61 feet above the floor.

Hosted by the Musei
Vaticani, everyone is
able to go on a brilliant
virtual experience, from
Raphael’s Rooms to the
Sistine Chapel. If you
have a VR headset, you
can get an even closer
experience, as the tour is
compatible with WebVR.
You will feel like you’re
actually there.

National Marine
Sanctuaries
Immerse yourself in the ocean and
national marine sanctuaries without
getting wet! These virtual reality voyages
use 360-degree images to highlight the
amazing habitats, animals and cultural
resources you can find in each national
marine sanctuary.

museivaticani.va/
content/museivaticani/
en/collezioni/musei/
cappella-sistina/tourvirtuale.html

sanctuaries.noaa.gov/vr/

MUST VISIT PUBLIC ART GALLERY

The Sistine
Chapel

MUST VISIT
VISIT ART
ART GALLERY
MUST
GALLERY
ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR

ILHAM is a public art gallery committed
to
supporting
the
development,
understanding
and
enjoyment
of
Malaysian modern and contemporary art
within a regional and global context.

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8, JALAN BINJAI, 50450 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM (FREE ADMISSION)
OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM) SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)
CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

Hubble Space
Telescope’s
Control Centre
Take a 360-degree, virtual tour of
the Hubble Space Telescope’s home
for mission operations, the Space
Telescope Operations Control Center
(STOCC) at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
Begin in the lobby to learn about the
orbiting spacecraft. Visit the Mission
Operations Room, where the flight
operators command and monitor
Hubble. Step into the Operations
Support Room, where the flight team
investigates spacecraft anomalies
and verifies new procedures. Then
explore the exhibit hallway to view
hardware that once flew in space
aboard Hubble as well as tools
that astronauts used to repair and
upgrade the observatory.
nasa.gov/content/goddard/hubble360-degree-virtual-tour

ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CITY

Virtual Concerts
and Shows
Explore the Great Pyramid of Giza,
Colosseum to the Kiyomizu-dera Temple
Through the beauty of Google Arts and Culture, users from all over the world are
able to explore various destinations, such as the Great Pyramid of Giza to the
mighty Collosseum and stunning Kiyomizu-dera Temple in Japan — all through a
click of a button.
artsandculture.google.com/
project/street-view

Disneyland
Allow your inner child to let loose and
experience the happiest place on earth,
all within the comfort of your couch. Using
state-of-the-art technology, this innovative,
interactive tour lets you see everything
there is to do in Orlando, including the
world-famous theme parks and attractions,
top hotels, dining and shopping hotspots,
entertainment districts, and much more.
Explore virtual thrills like riding the tallest
roller coaster, zip-lining over alligators or
experiencing what it’s like to stand on Main
Street in front of Cinderella Castle.

MPOPlaysOn @MPO TV
The MPOPlaysOn online series premiered last September with Beethoven’s Symphony No.4 on its MPO TV Youtube
channel. The MPOPlaysOn campaign is an initiative to provide high-quality orchestral performances to the public
digitally during the pandemic.
It is a continuation of digitalisation efforts by Dewan Filharmonik Petronas (DFP) and the MPO which started last
April with MPO at Home. This was a digital campaign comprising a series of short videos featuring the MPO and the
Malaysian Philharmonic Youth Orchestra (MPYO) musicians performing virtually from their homes.

visitorlando.com/en/things-to-do/virtualtours/walt-disney-world-resort

MUST VISIT MUSEUM
SASANA KIJANG GALLERY
BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating display of the Central Bank of
Malaysia’s art collection. Selected paintings, prints, drawings and
sculptures which chart the nation’s milestones and highlight the Central
Bank’s support for the arts include works by early masters such as
Hossein Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to the present day.

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank Negara Malaysia
Museum and Art Gallery is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from
the lobby and links every floor. This structure is the inspiration for
the main graphic icon. The icon is actively applied and prevalent
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery’s
communications material.

SASANA KIJANG, 2 JALAN DATO’ ONN,
50480 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY (FREE ADMISSION)
OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

MOVIE REEL SEPTEMBER 2021

CINDERELLA
SEPT 3

Cinderella is a musically-driven bold new take on the
traditional story you grew up with. Our heroine (Cabello) is
an ambitious young woman, whose dreams are bigger than
the world will allow, but with the help of her Fab G (Billy
Porter), she is able to persevere and make her dreams come
true. Producer James Corden and the filmmaking team have
taken this beloved fairytale and revamped it with a fresh,
empowering perspective that will resonate with audiences
and families around the world.
Genre: Musical / Fantasy / Romance
Cast: Camila Cabello, Billy Porter, Idina Menzel, Nicholas
Galitzine, Minnie Driver, Maddie Bailio, John Mulaney and
James Corden.

10 l KL LIFESTYLE

MALIGNANT
SEPT 10

Malignant is the latest creation from Conjuring universe
architect James Wan. The film marks director Wan’s return
to his roots with this new original horror thriller. In the film,
Madison is paralysed by shocking visions of grisly murders,
and her torment worsens as she discovers that these waking
dreams are in fact terrifying realities.
Genre: Horror
Cast: George Young, Annabelle Wallis, Maddie Hasson, Jake
Abel, Jacqueline McKenzie, Michole Briana White.

VENOM: LET THERE BE CARNAGE

NO TIME TO DIE
SEPT 30

SEPT 24

Over a year after the events of Venom (2018), investigative
journalist Eddie Brock struggles to adjust to life as the host
of the alien symbiote Venom, which grants him super-human
abilities in order to be a lethal vigilante. Brock attempts to
reignite his career by interviewing serial killer Cletus Kasady,
who becomes the host of the symbiotic Carnage and escapes
prison after a failed execution.

Perpetually retiring James Bond has finally retired, five years
after capturing supervillain Ernst Stavro Blofeld, but, like all
his other attempts to retire, this one doesn’t last long. He’s
approached by his longtime friend Felix Leiter, a CIA agent
he met all the way back in Casino Royale, to help search
for missing scientist Valdo Obruchev, whose abduction leads
Bond to discover a terrorist plot that could destroy the world
as he knows it, bringing him back into business.

Genre: Adventure / Fantasy / Action
Cast: Tom Hardy, Michelle Williams, Naomie Harris, Reid Scott,
Stephen Graham and Woody Harrelson.

Genre: Action / Thriller
Cast: Daniel Craig, Rami Malek, Lea Seydoux, Naomie Harris,
Ana de Armas and Lashana Lynch.
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THE WAVE, UNITED STATES

Known as a premier photographic destination
in the Southwest of the US, The Wave is a
spectacular sandstone rock formation located
at the Utah Arizona border. The Wave refers
to its stripes as lithified eolian laminae, but that
just means rock layers made of windblown
sand. As Jurassic wind patterns changed,
different sand dunes blew across the southwest
desert, cementing into the striations that now
look like a topographic map writ large. The
water drainage that carved the two main
chutes dried up a long time ago, so now
wind is the Wave’s primary erosional force.
An ideal time to photograph the Wave is the
few hours around midday when there are no
shadows in the centre, although early morning
and late afternoon shadows can also make for
dramatic photos.

NATURAL BEAUTIES
Feast Your Eyes on These Natural
Wonders of the World
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Mother nature never ceases to amaze. In this issue, we list a cornucopia of
natural wonders of the world you probably have never heard of. Be prepared
for your mind to be boggled. Enjoy!

THE GRAND PRISMATIC
SPRING, UNITED STATES

Situated within the Yellowstone
National Park, the Grand Prismatic
Spring is certainly the most visually
stunning. Larger than a football
field and deeper than a 10-storey
building, the Grand Prismatic Spring
fans out into brilliant bands of
orange, yellow, and green which
ring the deep blue waters in the
spring. The multicoloured layers get
their hues from different species of
thermophile (heat-loving) bacteria
living in the progressively cooler
water around the spring. And the
deep blue centre? That’s because
water scatters the blue wavelengths
of light more than others, reflecting
blues back to our eyes. The third
largest spring in the world sees
extremely hot water travel 121 feet
from a crack in the Earth to reach the
surface of the spring.

DUSTY ROSE LAKE, CANADA

Seeing pictures of the Dusty Rose
Lake reminds us of a large pool of
strawberry milkshake.The lake is
found in Tweedsmuir Park, north
of Bella Coola, British Columbia.
The lake is formed by glacial melt
waters which contain particulates
(tiny fragments of minerals) which
give the pink colour although, as
the waters flow into the hollow, they
actually have a lavender hue. Unlike
other pink lakes that are coloured by
byproducts of saline-eating bacteria
and algae, Dusty Rose Lake is devoid
of life. In fact, the water is anoxic, or
without oxygen.

12 l KL LIFESTYLE
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CRYSTAL CAVE, ICELAND

PAMUKKALE, TURKEY

This crystal cave in Iceland appears like a dream world only
depicted in storybooks. This fortress of solitude is Europe’s
largest glacier. Just imagine, standing inside an ancient
glacier and everywhere you look there are different shades
of beautiful blue colours and natural creations. This stunning
phenomenon is a must-see for anyone visiting Iceland during
winter time. The light pouring through very thick, heavy
blue ice is absolutely outstanding to view, and particularly
photogenic. The grandeur of the Crystal Cave is breathtaking,
with a high cavern-like interior that is roomy enough to
accommodate up to 100 people at a time. Photographs of
the Vatnajökull Crystal Cave have made their way around
the world and even won prizes in major photography
competitions. When a glacier has been compressed beneath
its own weight for hundreds or even thousands of years,
this forces the air bubbles out and enlarges the ice crystals,
creating areas of blue ice. Sometimes there will be large
expanses of shimmering transparent and crystalline ice which
literally looks like deep blue quartz crystal, with the light
penetrating through.

Tucked in the Denizli Province in
southwestern Turkey is Pamukkale
— a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. Translating to ‘cotton castle’
in Turkish, white travertine
terraces stretching almost 200
metres makes this place a true
wonder. The area is famous for
a carbonate mineral left by the
flowing of thermal spring water,
where people have flocked to for
thousands of years. This natural
beauty served as the source of
inspiration for the establishment
of Hierapolis, a neighbouring
ancient Greek-Roman spa city
from the 2nd century B.C., where
the ruins of baths, temples and
other monuments still stand today.

GREAT BLUE HOLE, BELIZE

LAKE BAIKAL, RUSSIA

Set deep within the Russian
subcontinent, Lake Baikal is the
oldest, deepest and most voluminous
of all lakes. The lake is more than
5,300 feet deep at its most profound
point, which lies about 4,000 feet
below sea level. Its crescent moonshaped figure forms a vast rift valley
that first appeared about 25 million
years ago through the divergence of
the planet’s crust. Today, Lake Baikal
contains some 20 per cent of the
earth’s lake and river water, making
this Russian giant comparable in
volume to the entire Amazon basin.
As the temperature plummets to way
below zero in the winter, the water
starts freezing unevenly across the
surface, causing gem-like ice blocks
to be pushed up onto the surface,
shimmering beautifully in the sun.

14 l KL LIFESTYLE

The Great Blue Hole of Belize is basically a giant sinkhole, and
according to scientist Glynn Collinson, it is the deepest blue
hole imaginable. The hole is circular in shape and is over 300
metres across and 125 metres deep. It is the world’s largest
natural formation of its kind and is part of the Belize Barrier
Reef System. It had been forged out of solid rock as caverns,
hundreds of thousands of years ago during the last Ice Age. For
eons, water filtered through the rock and into these great stone
cathedrals, creating multicoloured stalactites and stalagmites.
The actual name of “The Great Blue Hole” was created by
British diver and author Ned Middleton after having lived in
Belize for six months. He was so impressed with this natural
feature that he reasoned in his book “Ten Years Underwater”
that if Australia could have ‘The Great Barrier Reef’, then Belize
could equally have ‘The Great Blue Hole’ – thus setting this
feature apart from similar, albeit lesser in size, structures.

GLOW WORM CAVE, NEW ZEALAND

Heralded as one of New Zealand’s best attractions, take a
boat ride through the glow worm grotto, marvel at thousands
of magical glowworms and become part of over 130 years of
cultural and natural history. A type of insect, known as glow
worms that are bioluminescent which in layman’s term, glow
in the dark, unique to New Zealand. There are a number of
caves in this country that are noted for their presence. It looks
like a star-studded cave. This cave is part of the Waitomo
streamway system that includes the Ruakuri Cave, Lucky Strike
and Tumutumu Cave. Embark on an exclusive guided tour
through the Waitomo Glowworm Caves that brings the visitor
through three different levels and begins at the top level of the
cave and the Catacombs. The levels are linked by the Tomo,
which is a 16m vertical shaft made of limestone. The second
level is called the Banquet Chamber.

KL LIFESTYLE l 15
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SALAR DE UYUNI, BOLIVIA

Salar de Uyuni is one of the world’s
most remarkable vistas. It also
reigns as the largest salt flat and
is also one of Bolivia’s most visited
sites. Photographers flock here
like birds to capture the mirror-like
milieu. Stretching more than 4,050
square miles of the Altiplano, it
is the world’s largest salt flat, left
behind by prehistoric lakes that
evaporated long ago. Here, a thick
crust of salt extends to the horizon,
covered by quilted, polygonal
patterns of salt rising from the
ground. At certain times of the year,
nearby lakes overflow and a thin
layer of water transforms the flats
into a stunning reflection of the sky.

TIANZI MOUNTAINS, CHINA

Located at Wulingyuan District of Zhangjiajie city, Tianzi Mountain Natural Reserve is part of the Wulingyuan Scenic and Historic
Interest Area, a natural heritage of the world. These transcendent and magnificent mountains look like something out of the movie,
‘Avatar’. These towers in the Hunan Province of China are formed of quartzite sandstone pillars that are so high, it looks like they’re
touching the sky. At the top of the mountain, visitors can see the full extent of the Wulingyuan Scenic Area. Beautiful scenes of the
mountain greet visitors in different seasons. There are four wonders: the Sea of Clouds, Radiance of the Moonlight, Rays of Sunshine
and the Snow in Winter.

UNDERWATER WATERFALL MAURITIUS

Mauritius is situated on an ocean shelf that rises
up from the ocean floor. From the island’s shore,
there is a gradual slope leading out to a sudden
2.5-mile drop to the ocean floor. Just off the coast
of Le Morne, southwest of Mauritius island, it offers
a spectacular illusion. Sand and silt on the ocean
floor run off in a way that makes it look like they’re
pouring down a waterfall — or like the entire island
is being sucked down a vast drain. It’s really just the
flow of underwater currents that create the dramatic
image. The ocean water is spectacular from the
shore, but to see this particular view requires a
helicopter ride.

CAÑO CRISTALES, COLOMBIA

DARVAZA GAS CRATER, TURKMENISTAN

Dubbed as the ‘Door to Hell’, the Darvaza Gas Crater was found more than four decades ago in Turkmenistan — a gaping, fiery
crater that opened up as a result of a drilling mishap. Its sinister flames still burn to this day.Details on the origin of the sinkhole are
sketchy, but the story goes that Soviet scientists set it on fire to burn off noxious gases after the ground under a drilling rig gave way.
Perhaps the scientists underestimated the amount of fuel that lay below. sTurkmenistan has the sixth largest natural gas reserves in
the world. Not only does this crater attract hundreds of tourists each year (before the pandemic-), it also lures nearby desert wildlife.

16 l KL LIFESTYLE

Cano Cristales is known as one of the most colourful
rivers in the world. The 62.1-mile-long river is in
Colombia’s Serranía de la Macarena national park,
in the province of Meta, and is known as the ‘River
of Five Colours’.The coloured waters are caused
The Rainforest Discovery Center in Sandakan is meant for nature lovers and bird watchers
by small plants called Macarenia Clavigera in
the river that are of the colour. It occurs for a brief
period of time every year. During the wet season,
the river runs fast and high, meaning the sun cannot
hit the riverbed’s plants. The phenomenon happens
nowhere else in the world. The area itself is a hotspot
for biodiversity, where the Andes mountains and
the Amazon and Orinoco basins converge -- and is
home to many endemic species.
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# WHAT IS ECO-FRIENDLY FASHION?
Sustainable fashion or eco-friendly fashion is part of the growing
design philosophy and movement towards environmental and
social sustainability. This refers to either clothing made using
recycled materials or the way in which the item was made and
its low impact on the environment and animals. As a matter of
fact, there are a lot of ethical brands now offering high-quality
and luxurious sustainable clothing and accessories. So there is
no need to sacrifice your personal style while contributing to
protecting our precious planet.

SUSTAINABILITY AND STYLE
Leading an Ethical Lifestyle through Fashion
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Of late, more players in the fashion industry are listening to the needs of the planet, besides consumers,
and embracing sustainability. It’s never too late to do our part and this goes beyond choosing ecofriendly labels; it includes sustainable shopping destinations, occasionally embracing the rental market
or opting for secondhand. With that in mind, we have rounded up ways in which you can lead a more
ethical lifestyle, starting with fashion.

18 l KL LIFESTYLE

# QUIT FAST FASHION – ONLY BUY ESSENTIALS
The mainstream chain stores that target millennials is regarded
as fast fashion retailers and these include Zara, Forever 21,
Cotton On, H&M, etc. These stores produce in-trend styles
almost every week at a cheaper cost to customers. H&M,
however, continues its commitment to sustainable fashion with
accessories made from recycled candlesticks and apparel made
from discarded fishing nets and other nylon waste. Shopping
at the afore-mentioned outlets may seem cheap but is it really?
Buying frequently in order to keep up with the latest trends
leads spending unnecessarily and having stuff that we don’t
really need. In conclusion, only buy essentials.
# SHOP SECONDHAND AND VINTAGE
Don’t get us wrong, we’re not telling you to stop shopping, but
we’re preaching for you to be mindful of your spending. Make
a conscious effort to be thoughtful and more selective about
the things that you buy. While we understand the affinity for
having new clothes, we suggest buying secondhand items. This,
in turn, ensures that products circulate in the economy and stay
out of landfills.
# UNSUBSCRIBE FROM FAST RETAILERS
The marketing team at fast retailers are creative geniuses. They
allure customers by sending extremely tempting newsletters. So,
to avoid caving in to temptation, simply hit that unsubscribe

button. We know, it’s easier said than done. If you must, then
subscribe to sustainable brands only. Prices can be daunting
but that is why most of them are made to last.
# INVEST IN TIMELESS STYLES
Timeless pieces never go out of style and that can’t be any
truer. You will have them for many years and they are the
best investment you could ever make for yourself. Quality over
quantity should be your main goal. Quite a few of the ethical
companies are making trendy classic styles that you can wear
from season to season.
# BECOME MORE SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS
When we shop, all we see is pretty clothes and what would look
good on us. We don’t consider the people behind the clothing,
who created the clothing, how they’re treated and what are
they wearing. We are guilty of this too. In addition, we aren’t
aware of the conditions in which the clothing is made and how
it impacts the environment and natural resources. Also, imagine
the amount of clothing disposed at landfills. So let’s be more
socially conscious of what we put on our bodies.
# SELL YOUR USED ITEMS OR DONATE TO CHARITY
During that annual closet spring cleaning, instead of throwing
your old clothes in the dustbin, either make some moolah on
sites like Carousell. Better yet, donate to those who actually
need it like the homeless or the less fortunate. Whatever you do,
don’t throw them in the trash.
# RESEARCH
The power of information is key. Before making a purchase,
research brands and find out how the items were made. Not
all companies are transparent about social responsibility (for
obvious reasons) which can be a pain for consumers. Read and
educate yourself about fast fashion and the effects of producing
said items. By learning more about it, you will be compelled to
making that lifestyle switch.
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# A HOPELESS OUTLOOK ON LIFE
Major depression is a mood disorder
that affects the way you feel about life in
general. Having a hopeless or helpless
outlook on life is one of the most common
symptoms of depression. Other negative
feelings may include feeling worthless,
having self-hate or inappropriate
guilt. Common, recurring thoughts of
depression may be vocalised as, “It’s all
my fault,” or “What’s the point?”

YOU’RE NOT ALONE
Identifying Symptoms of Depression
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), more than 264 million people of all ages suffer from
depression globally. While the word itself has been thrown about casually to describe a short-lived emotional
response, depression isn’t the same as grieving for loss or mood fluctuations. It is debilitating, renders the
person helpless and affects him or her greatly. So, how do you identify symptoms of depression? Read through
these warning signs to determine if it’s time for you or your loved ones to see a mental health professional.
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# INCREASED FATIGUE AND
INSOMNIA
Another reason that feeds into losing
interest in things or activities once
enjoyed is due to fatigue. Depression
often comes with a lack of energy and an
overwhelming feeling of fatigue, which
can be among the most debilitating
symptoms of depression. This, in result,
leads to excessive sleeping. In addition,
depression is also linked with insomnia,
as one might lead to the other and vice
# LOST OF INTEREST
versa. The lack of quality, restful sleep
When you’re suffering from depression, can also lead to anxiety.
things or activities that you once loved
now don't bring you joy. In fact, there # CHANGES IN APPETITE AND WEIGHT
is a loss of interest or withdrawal from Those suffering from depression
activities that you once looked forward may experience weight and appetite
to — sports, hobbies, or going out with fluctuations. This experience varies
friends — is yet another telltale sign of for each person. Some people will
major depression. Another symptom of have an increased appetite and gain
major depression is losing interest in sex, weight, while others won’t be hungry
decreased sex drive or even impotence.
and will lose weight. One indication
of whether dietary changes are related
# ANXIETY
to depression is if they’re intentional
While depression hasn’t been shown to or not. If they’re not, it may mean that
cause anxiety, the two conditions goes they’re caused by depression.
hand in hand. The symptoms of anxiety
can include:
LOOKING AT DEATH
Depression is often connected with
• nervousness, restlessness, or feeling
suicide as those who’re depressed look
tense
for a means to end their suffering and
pain. People who die by suicide usually
• feelings of danger, panic, or dread
show symptoms first like talking about
it or making a first attempt before
• rapid heart rate
succeeding in ending their life. If you
think someone is at immediate risk of
• rapid breathing
self-harm or hurting another person,
call 911 or your local emergency
• increased or heavy sweating
number. Stay with the person until
help arrives and remove any guns,
• trembling or muscle twitching
knives, medications, or other things that
may cause harm. Lend them your ear
• trouble focusing or thinking clearly
and listen without judging, arguing,
about anything other than the thing
threatening, or yelling.
you’re worried about

The depressed mind often loses
perspective
and
sometimes
advocates permanent solutions to
intense emotional pain. So, most
important of all, if your loved ones
are expressing any intention to harm
themselves, help them immediately.
Depression affects millions of
people, but there are varying
treatments available, from lifestyle
changes to medications. No matter
the path of treatment you choose,
asking for professional help is the
first step to getting back to feeling
like yourself again. Following are
some of the mental health care
providers in Malaysia.

The Mind Consultant
themindconsultant.com/
Seed Connections
+6017 2776605
SOLS Health
*only for B40 individuals
Tel: 018 - 9003 247
Humankind
www.humankind.my/counseling
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Krung Thep
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Chilli Crab Pasta

Dough Factory’s Pan au Chocolat

A one-stop destination for all things brunch is
a haven for all the foodies out there and The
Dough Factory just might be the place for
you. Hidden among a row of unsuspecting
shop lots, The Dough Factory is poised with
its modern and simplistic façade, a gem
waiting to be discovered. Donned with a
single-tone décor, the eatery lets the colourful
pastries and savouries decorate the interior.
Best known for their plethora of pastries
selection, the team behind The Dough
Factory serves up both sweet and savoury
pastries. Featuring the classics in the world

Variety of fresh-baked croissants

The Dough
Factory
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

of pastries such as the apple crumble, pan
au chocolate and kouign amann to name a
few, their menu sees a long list of pastries
and cakes. The crispy golden crust of the

pastries, crunching and flaking with every
bite, is filled and topped with just about
anything your imagination permits. The pasta
and breakfast menu are not to be overlooked
either. Fan favourites such as the chilli crab
pasta, with a spicy kick fresh and sweet crab
flavour, and the crab benedict, a creamy
and savoury note casing the succulent crab
meat, are all cradled on a pillowy bun.

With the borders closed off to our
neighbouring countries, it is time to let
our palate go on an adventure. Krung
Thep, short for Krung Thep Mahanakhon,
or Bangkok as we know it, is a collective
experience with support from Michellinstarred restaurant and bar inspirations. The
team behind Krung Thep set forth on their
mission to share the true flavours of Thai
cuisine which originates from a strong sense
of tradition but hoisted by innovation and
progress.
While this eatery may be named after the
beating heart of Thailand, their food is a
culmination of the flavours from all four main
regions of the country, giving the complex
flavours of spicy, sweet, sour, and salty.
Aside from the classics such as Tom Yum
Goong and Pineapple Fried Rice, the menu
at Krung Thep has an extensive range of

Pulau Ketam Flower Crab and Prawns

Crab Fried Rice

seafood and meat dishes prepared to deliver
flavours native to the Land of Smiles.
From the rice and noodles menu, it is hard
to look past the crab fried rice, a dish with
familiar flavours but elevated with fresh crab
meat and an authentic Thai twist. The fresh
crab meat gives a unique seafood sweetness
paired with the savoury fried rice. From the
Chef’s Recommendations menu, the ‘Pulau
Ketam’ Flower Crab and Prawns stands out
with the large chunks of crab and prawn

cooked to perfection in coconut milk and
yellow curry powder, creating a thick
yellow coating of savoury spice garnished
with fresh, green parsley. No Thai dining
experience is complete without the infamous
mango sticky rice, fresh and sweet mango
wedges laid on a bed of sweet sticky rice.
Krung Thep, G05, Ground Floor, Republik, 1,
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-7622 8760

The Dough Factory, W.P, 32, Jalan Gangsa SD
5/3b, Bandar Sri Damansara, 52200 Kuala
Lumpur, Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 010-222 4321

Hey Peach KL by Parklife

Iki Omakase

BY OSHO AWLI

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Nestled in busy Jalan Imbi is KL’s newest
omakase restaurant, Iki-Omakase.
Specialising in Edomae sushi, this restaurant
marinates and ages its seafood and serves
them on rice seasoned with red vinegar. One
can expect the finest ingredients from Japan,
given that the philosophy behind Iki-Omakase
is to bring quality Japanese sushi dining
experience to the masses.

Karafuru
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While we can’t immerse ourselves in the full
experience of an omakase, Iki Omakase
doles out sushi boxes for takeaway and
delivery so you can relish in the taste of
Japan at home. Priced at RM228 which may
seem steep to some, it’s in fact reasonably
priced, especially considering the premium
fish and other seafood flown directly from
Japan that go into it. The Karafuru sushi set,
presented in a traditional wooden lacquered
box is delicately assembled, aesthetically

Veganism has never seen more exciting
times with more and more creatives putting a
twist on it. Nestled under the roof of REXKL,
Hey Peach KL is a colourful new addition
to Chinatown’s F&B scene, giving life
through food diversity. While many have the
misconception that vegan food tends to lack
flavour and zing that is only available from
meat-based food, Hey Peach is on a mission
with its 100% vegan menu to break that stigma
and titillate palates with its food.

pleasing and allures with its glistening
premium sushi, finely-cut nigiri sushi and
dessert of the day. It also includes Chirashi
topped with diced wagyu, uni and ikura.
Suffice to say, it’s an indulgent meal.
During times like this when love is so
important, Iki Omakase encourages this
notion by offering the koi ni ochiru set which
literally translates to ‘to fall in love’. Encased
in a traditional wooden box divided into four
segments, each features something different,
including Wagyu with truffle slices as well as
ebi (prawn), uni and caviar to name a few.
Suffice to say, Iki Omakase will satiate all
your Japanese cravings and with authenticity.
Iki Omakase, 16, Jalan Kemuning,
Off Jalan Imbi, Kuala Lumpur.
Whatsapp: +6012 8855184

Rainbow fruit rolls

A sister restaurant to Parklife in Bangsar
South, Hey Peach holds the same essence in
serving up high-quality, healthy vegan food.
To set them apart from the herd, the creative
minds at Hey Peach have carefully curated a
menu to highlight fruits as the main element
in their dishes. From their DTFruit Bowls to
their Rainbow Spring Rolls, the vibrant colours

from the use of a plethora of fruits can be
seen to be incorporated and made the star
of the dishes and drinks. Their fruit bowl
menu has a little something for everyone
with a variety of options, utilising different
combinations of fruits and vegetables to
give a unique flavour profile to each bowl of
goodness. If you are looking to satisfy your
sweet tooth, Hey Peach has you covered too
with its exceptional offerings of cakes, tarts,
brownies and even chia seed puddings, all
100% vegan and 100% delicious.
Hey Peach leaves its patrons spoiled for
choice with the variety of food and drinks,
having something for just about anyone.
Hey Peach KL by Parklife *Vegan (pork-free)
80, Jalan Sultan, City Centre, 50000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 011-1620 7606
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The Boheim Experience
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

While our movements may be restricted by health regulations in this current climate,
that does not mean our tastebuds need be left unsatisfied. A change of pace is
what we need, and The Boheim Experience is the answer with their curated
weekly menus set at reasonable prices and high-quality ingredients.
The Boheim Experience is a consequence of a Danish chef and a Malaysian
foodie, creating an eclectic dining experience. Using the soul of modern
European cuisine, the team behind this delight curate weekly menus which
highlight the creativity and diversity of European cuisine. While patrons can
expect something new on the menu week to week, it is easy to single out the
chef’s specials such as the often-featured confit chicken leg with whole meal
couscous, tzatziki, pickled mustard, and heirloom cherry tomatoes. If that
does not tickle your fancy, their menu also boasts a hearty chicken ciabatta
ornated with pineapple, mint yogurt dressing, and a leafy salad.

Urap Pucuk Manis

As we continue to selfguard ourselves from the
COVID-19 virus indoor, cooking three meals
a day for a family of six is a feat, even after
a year of practice. Not to mention coming
up with various dishes to cook on a daily
basis can take a toll on you. To make dining
at home a little more interesting, EQ and its
brigade of esteemed restaurants are doling
out special dishes for takeaway and delivery.

The essence of the team is reflected in their food where although modern
European cuisine is the main feature, flavours closer to home have crept their
way into the menu. Patrons can look forward to a mushroom tempeh burger
paired with garlic herb potato wedges and spiced mayo and the lily mango
with curried chickpea spinach salad, pumpkin, and corn fritters.
The Boheim Experience,
Bukit Damansara.
Tel: 017-300 1272
Rainbow Trout

Hartton Kitchen

Nipah, EQ’s resident restaurant offers a
gastronomic voyage through Southeast Asia
from the comfort of your home. Dig into dishes
like the Terung Bakar, grilled eggplant topped
with minced shrimp and roasted almond
flakes, finished with fragrant scallion oil and
fish sauce — an ode to Vietnam. Then, the
Urap Pucuk Manis will take you through the
villages of Indonesia, where this dish is a
staple. Enjoy the refreshing salad of sweet

Beef Sukiyaki

Sabayon’s Signature Roast

EQ’s Takeaway
and Delivery
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

leaves and beansprouts dressed with a
coconut relish exactly as the locals would.
For something more extravagant, Sabayon’s
Signature Roast is everything you need,
featuring a whole beef rib seared to get the
perfect crust and to seal in its juices before
it is left to finish in the oven. There the fat is
rendered, giving the rib a rich, full-bodied
flavour. It is served with a generous serving
of honey-roasted root vegetables, gloriously-

puffed Yorkshire pudding and sourdough
dinner rolls. When paired with a bottle of
full-bodied red wine, Sabayon’s Signature
Roast is perfect for a romantic dinner date, a
midweek family dinner or even for a Friday
night of Netflix and rib.
While omakase counters and teppanyaki
griddles remain out of reach, there is no
reason a proper Japanese meal cannot be
enjoyed at home. Kampachi offers its Beef
Sukiyaki which sees tender sirloin cooked
in a sweet soy sauce. Then, napa cabbage,
leek, shiitake and shirataki noodles are
added into the mix and cooked in the same
pot to soak up all the flavours of the beef.
EQ, Equatorial Plaza, Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 012-278 9239

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur

Hartton Kitchen is a humble little cafe in Damansara Utama whose menu centres
around everything egg. With an extensive choice spanning rice bowls, salads
and sandwiches, the restaurant strikes a fine balance between serving comfort
and healthy fare.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Unable to resist the call of the Crispy Chicken Donburi, we dug in. Oh, such creamy
comfort. The sweetness of the rice is deliberately paired with the crunchiness and
creaminess of Hartton’s karaage chicken. It’s packed with flavours yet isn’t
heavy on the palate. Hartton’s Noya Udon is one for the books — a distinct
dish with udon as its base, topped with ground chicken slow-cooked for five
hours, mixed herbs, kampung egg, shallot oil fragrance and eight other
ingredients. It is reminiscent of a pan mee yet possesses a unique taste
profile that is both intriguing and delectable.

Fish Fillet Sandwich
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The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur welcomes its new
Executive Chef, Keith Hooker. He brings with
him 20 years of culinary experience in luxury
hospitality, restaurants and events catering,
having worked alongside celebrity chefs such
as Marcus Waring, Jason Atherton and Michel
Roux Jnr in London. Hooker’s prior experience
included the 1 Michelin Star City Social in
London and prior to his arrival in Kuala Lumpur,
Hooker was Executive Sous Chef at the JW
Marriott Hong Kong.

Hartton’s allure lies in its mammoth sandwiches. Among our favourites is
the Fish Fillet Sandwich that comprises tender, fluffy bread, velvety egg,
cheese, lettuce and a homemade fish fillet patty that lends a welcomed
crunch. From our very first mouthful of the Smoky Bacon (beef) sandwich,
we were thrusted into experiencing a beautiful harmony of tender streaks of
pan-fried beef bacon sandwiched between lettuce, fluffy egg and slathered
with homemade sauce that is both tangy and sweet — it was clear we’re in
good hands. Crafted for the health buffs, they would appreciate the roasted
chicken breast sandwich. This mammoth of a sandwich beams with protein and
emits enticing flavours from the butter and marriage of herb-marinated chicken
and egg.
Hartton Kitchen *Sandwiches *Fusion (pork-free)
78, Jalan SS 21/39, Damansara Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
To order: weborder.zeoniq.com/one/init-b

Roasted Australian Black Angus Beef Tenderloin

With his arrival, Hooker has curated and
introduced The Brasserie’s Brunch Box Menu
which gives patrons a taste of relishing in a
Sunday brunch, at home. This box serves up to
four persons and features a slew of scrumptious
dishes made from quality ingredients. Fougasse
& Lavosh is the first item on the menu which
sees an accompaniment of artichoke pesto and
homemade cultured butter. Then, a Foie Gras
Doughnut with fig chutney is indulgent and crisp
on the outside, yet tender within. Take a moment
to relish the Aged Comté, Celina Air-dried Beef

Ham Toastie with confit of egg yolk jam — a
wonderful symphony of flavours. Before digging
into heavier meals, the Highlands Tomato is
stuffed with whipped burrata and drizzled with
12-year-old balsamic for a refreshing bite.
The mains are exceptional. The Salmon
Wellington is our favourite with a beautiful golden
brown pastry on the outside and at its heart is a
tender salmon with lobster and scallop mousse
as well as lemongrass bisque — divine. Another
dish to look forward to is the Roasted Australian
Black Angus Tenderloin complemented with
Yorkshire pudding and confit of shallot jus. Find
comfort in Chef Hooker’s rendition of the Mac
& Cheese crafted with chopped duck egg and
summer truffles. The box also comes with dessert
— Vanilla Sponge, Guava Mint Gel and Peach
Cream, Opera Tiramisu Chocolate Cake and
Raspberry & Pistachio Tart.
The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
No 6, Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03 2727 6696
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The Don of Tacos
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

There’s a new don in town — The Don of Tacos that is. It will lure you
in and entice you with its Mexican cuisine, specifically soft tacos. The
Don of Tacos delivery menu is to the point, concise and has something
to appease palates of any kind.
Like many taco dishes, they come in a quantity of two and are fullbodied and fulfilling. Dig into crowd-pleasers such as the Mi Nombre
Es — a fabulously fresh rendition that sees tender tortillas sandwiching
marinated chopped chicken with madre’s homemade and velvety
avocado cream sauce garnished with generous handful of diced
tomato, onions and cilantro. Expect a slight tanginess that complements
the savoury chicken beautifully.

Bento

Then there’s the Soy Un Frijol, a black bean taco that is vegan-friendly.
Even if you’re not a vegan, there’s a high possibility you’d fall in love
with this. The star of this taco is the homemade cooked black beans
with madre’s vegan sauce that exudes delectable creaminess. It is then
layered with vegan cheese, purple cabbage for a nice crunch, onions
and cilantro to convey a nice aroma and scrumptious flavours. If you
have a Full-House-like family, go for The Gather Platter which offers up
to nine tacos in total. To break it down, you would receive three tacos
each of chicken, beef and prawn variety along with their respective
sauces.

Seafood Platter

Parklife Malaysia
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
Truffle and Kombu Butter

Piacere Fine Foods
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Tucked away in Damansara Perdana, Piacere Fine Foods
dabbles in making homemade, artisanal butter from scratch
by churning cream into butter and carefully flavouring it to
ensure the flavours penetrate and amalgamate. Inspired by
butter-making techniques from Italy and Europe, Piacere’s
butters transform ordinary food into a gourmet meal.
Using natural ingredients and the freshest dairy products,
there is a host of options to choose from. Roasted Bone
Marrow butter is a popular choice. Depending on your palate
and your dishes, choose from other exciting flavours such as
the Black Garlic Herb, White Wine Scallop or Truffle Butter.
Alternatively, get your hands on the Piacere Butter Set which
comes in five different flavours, namely, Truffle, Black Garlic
Herb, Red Wine Shallot, Spicy Caribbean and Kombu.
As for the method of employing these butters, you can refer
to Piacere’s social media pages for inspiration. For example,
simplicity meets molecular gastronomy with a Squid Ink
Pasta featuring the White Wine Scallop Butter cooked with
cream roe sauce, shrimp row, yuzu sriracha caviar and
parmigiana crisps. Another rendition is a seafood lover’s
dream — baking and grilling a medley of seafood with a
mixture of Truffle Butter and Spicy Caribbean Butter for that
extra oomph. .
Piacere Fine Foods *Italian fusion *Butter (Pork free)
L3 - 02, Jalan Damanlela, Damansara City Mall,
Damansara Town Centre, 50490 Kuala Lumpur.
Gajaa at 8 feast fit for royalty
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Before the pandemic hit, one could be easily lured by the
vibrant array of fare displayed through a glass window,
natural sunlight and amid green furnishings at Parklife
Restaurant. Today, the team at Parklife still serves passion
on a plate, but through pick-up or delivery. The menu here
is a playful rendition of Mediterranean and Middle Eastern
influences, guided by Penang-born Chef Ling’s experience
in the industry. While 80 per cent of Parklife’s offerings are
plant-based, the remaining percentage caters to pescatarians
and meat-lovers alike, uniting everyone through food. With
a heavy emphasis on quality, vegetables are sourced daily,
from local suppliers and are carefully paired with nuts and
fruits for a playground of textures and flavours.

WhatsApp 014-297-9637
*Mexican cuisine *Tacos (Halal)
The Don of Tacos

Oralé
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Oralé adds a lively dash of colour and character to an otherwise
monochromatic Damansara Uptown. Inside, vibrant colours, loud
mural and cascading light bulbs become this fun restaurant. Here, you
can expect comforting Tex-Mex classics, from Burrito Bowls to Tacos
and their latest addition, Chimichangas — all served hot to your order.

The restaurant’s guilt-free rendition of the chicken rice is a
must-try, with a base of bulgur wheat — an ancient grain
discovered 4,000 years ago in the Middle East and
Mediterranean. Packed with a host of nutrients, it replaces
rice and is topped with well-marinated, slow-grilled chicken
breast that is tender. Then, a homemade chicken sauce is
drizzled atop to bring harmony to this healthy dish. Dining
out and playful banters while waiting for sharing platters
is certainly missed but can be recreated in the comfort of
your home. Parklife’s Sharing Platter, aka Box of Happiness
is available in medium or giant size and comes with four
options — Meat Platter, Seafood Platter, Vegetarian Platter
and Vegan Platter. The seafood platter sees an assemblage of
grilled scallops, blue mussels, dory fish, prawns and roasted
vegetables together with couscous, tzatziki and seafood
sauce. Parklife proves that healthy food doesn’t necessarily
lack in scrumptiousness.

Each offering comes with a choice of beef, chicken or lamb which is
freshly cooked the Mexican way — on a plancha. We dig in first with
the Nachos, sizeable enough for sharing. This crunchy and delicious
assemblage comprises gluten-free and vegan, homemade tortilla chips
from burrito and quesadilla skin, imported guacamole and homemade
tomato salsa. It’s hard to choose a favourite from Oralé, but if we
had to, it’s tied between the El Pollo (Chicken) Quesadilla and their
signature Chili Cal Pescado (Fish) Tacos.
The Chili Cal Pescado (Fish) Tacos is canoodled by tortilla, chunks of
grilled chilli lime fish layered with tangy slaw, pickled onions and salsa
de piña which conveys divine, addictive flavours. The El Pollo, on the
other hand, is comforting and sinful, best eaten while hot to experience
the chewiness from the melted cheese, interjected by the tender, grilled
chicken and bits of corn. Be sure to dip it into the homemade garlic
aioli that highlights the afore-mentioned seductive flavours.

Parklife *Mediterranean and Middle Eastern cuisine *Healthy
*Casual dining (halal)
Unit 5, Level Upper Ground, The Sphere,
Bangsar South City, Jalan Kerinchi, 59200 Kuala Lumpur.
Quesadilla

Oralé *Mexican cuisine *Comfort food (pork-free)
28, Jalan SS 21/58, Damansara Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 012-678 4226
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Eatery by Nutmeg

Roberto’s 1020 Osteria

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Under the roof of Bangsar Shopping Centre
is Roberto’s 1020 Osteria which opened
its stylish doors right before Christmas and
offers the flavours of Italy. Keeping a stylish
theme throughout the restaurant, one walks
in to be greeted by a bar and indoor dining
area which flows out onto a covered patio,
extending over a garden-lined lounge.
Do like the Romans by whetting the palate
with a classic Italian aperitif — Aperol Spritz
melded with Prosecco and topped with
a slice of orange. Start your gastronomic
voyage with the Taglieri e Formaggi – Cold
Cuts & Cheese Wood Board imported from
Italy. The platter sees an assemblage of
bresaola, smoked turkey ham, smoked duck
and beef Cecina alongside Grana Padano,
brie, Asiago and scamorza cheeses. This is
served alongside sun-dried tomatoes, caper
berries, green olives and fried bread.

Inspired by Southern and Cajun Creole cuisine, Eatery by Nutmeg was born.
Here is where one can relish in Cajun classics like the Seafood Gumbo, eat
Fried Catfish like a true blue Southerner and enjoy Grandma’s Mixed Berry
Cobbler. Simply put, from New Orleans to Nashville, Eatery by Nutmeg will
bring you on a culinary tour of the southern United States.

Roberto’s 1020 Osteria’s pride and joy
is its Alfa Forni wood-fire and gas oven,
brought in from Italy and is the first of its
kind in Malaysia. The oven creates wafts of
beautiful aroma and doles out delectable
gourmet pizzas that allure customers to dine
in. The Star Pizza, presented in a star
shape is a combination of a calzone
and a flat pizza featuring toppings of
your choice. It doesn’t get any better
than this. Alternatively, meat lovers
can relish in the CarnivoraCarnivora,
featuring a base of tomato sauce,
mozzarella cheese, chicken sausage,
beef pepperoni, beef bacon, smoked
turkey ham, smoked beef speck, beef
sausage, chilli and tomato sauce.
Roberto’s 1020 Osteria *Italian cuisine *Casual dining
(pork-free)
Bangsar Shopping Centre, 285, Jalan Maarof,
Bangsar 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 017-3948 050

Feel like a Southerner with the Eatery Big Breakfast, which is the restaurant’s
rendition of a traditional southern breakfast with fried chicken tenders, beef
bacon, waffle fries, toast and eggs of your choice. For something heftier, the
Catfish Po’Boy Sandwich is a take on Louisiana-style sandwich, served with
cornmeal-crusted catfish bites, slathered with homemade tartar sauce, layered
with lettuce and tomatoes on a bed of homemade baguette.
You can never go wrong with this eatery’s Fried Chicken & Waffles. The
herbed waffles are made from scratch, a perfect accompaniment to the crispy
chicken tenders with honey sriracha sauce. In a Cajun and Southern-inspired
restaurant like Eatery by Nutmeg, the Ragin’ Cajun Seafood Gumbo is
mandatory. Ever soulful and comforting, the Louisiana-style stew is mixed with
assorted seafood, okra and served with rice. For dessert, the southern soul is
represented by the Mixed Berry Cobbler with Vanilla Ice Cream or Key Lime
Pie in a Jar that seals the entire delectable experience.
Calabra Pizza

Eatery by Nutmeg *Southern American and Cajun Creole cuisine
*Casual dining (pork-free)
Unit #01,163 Mont Kiara, Kuala Lumpur.

Eatery Big Breakfast

Hinode Bento
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Forged by the same team behind Rinjin Shokudo in Bukit Jalil comes a new
restaurant that doles out Japanese bento contained in a sustainable wooden
packaging — Hinode Bento. With a namesake that translates to sunrise, one
can expect fresh and delectable ingredients sourced from Japan and locally —
all set on a bed of Japanese rice that almost feels like it’s prepared by a mum.
Taco Pulled Beef Barbacoa

Chica Bonita Mexican Kitchen and Bar, a
recent addition to Klang Valley’s thriving
food scene, embodies all the hallmarks of
a contemporary Mexican spot — vibrant
interior, sugar skull murals and upbeat Latin
numbers playing in the background. The
playful colours and ambience are contagious,
rendering us energised and enthused. The
fare here slants towards Tex-Mex, so expect
the likes of nachos, burritos and enchiladas
to name a few. When in doubt, start small
with the Elote — a street snack which is
essentially corn on the cob sprinkled with
chilli tajin, crushed cheese and served with
fresh lime. Together, they create a crunchy
bite of tartness and spiciness.
Tacos are crowd favourites, especially the
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Pizza Tlayuda del Mar

Chica Bonita
Mexican Kitchen
and Bar
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Pescado Tacos which see crispy battered
fish seasoned with pico de Gallo, sriracha
menu and complete with a pickled red
cabbage. It’s noteworthy that Chica Bonita
caters to vegetarians, offering options such
as mushroom, pumpkin or bean tacos, the
Garbanzo y Maiz Burrito Chingon — a

Each bento box which is made from one-time-use wooden material, is designed
with consideration for the environment and convenience in mind, especially
for busy metropolitans or as a delicious gift for a dear one. For something
a little indulgent, you can’t go wrong with either the Bara Salmon Don or
Bara Unagi Don. The former is pleasing to the eyes and palate, featuring a
medley of salmon sashimi cubes with tobiko (flying fish roe), kani (crab stick),
tamagoyaki and kyuri (Japanese cucumber) on Japanese white rice.

Jalapeno Poppers

chunky roll robust with chickpeas, corn,
lettuce, pico de Gallo and guacamole. For
something delicious and robust in flavours,
we highly recommend the Pizza Tlayuda del
Mar — a Mexican-style pizza with a 12 inch
base of flour tortilla, layered with cheese,
refried beans spread and a glorious medley
of prawns, squids and tajin atop. You’ll find
it fulfilling and a treat for the palate. Come
dessert, the Tres Leches is a must. It’s crafted
from sponge cake soaked in condensed,
evaporated and cream milk, topped with
charred pineapple and whipped cream.
Chica Bonita Mexican Kitchen & Bar, Lot 34, Level G2,
Block C5 Publika Shopping Gallery, Solaris Dutamas,
50480 Kuala Lumpur. *Mexican cuisine *Casual
dining (pork free)
Tel: 017-405 2279

The Nori Sake Ben is loaded with umaminess from the salmon flakes with
nori (Japanese seaweed), paired with Gobo Maki (burdock roll), sweet beans
and fresh tomato slice as accompaniment. Lined as neat as the Japanese
train bentos, the Gyu Yakiniku Don is simply and subtly flavoured, teasing the
palate with sliced beef and onions grilled with yakiniku sauce. It is lain on a
bed of rice, paired with onsen egg and some veggies. To eat, mix the onsen
egg together with the beef and onions which add a layer of richness to this
meal that makes it simply irresistible. Add on a cold yuzu tea and caramel
pudding for a complete set.

Bara Unagi Don

Hinode Bento *Japanese *comfort food (Non halal)
F-5-1, Pusat Perdagangan Bandar, Jalan Persiaran Jalil 1,
Bukit Jalil, 57000 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 016-327-9512
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NIGHTLIFE

NIGHTLIFE

Crafting Classic Cocktails
& Mocktails at Home

For traditionalists who like to keep
things simple, these tried-and-true
recipes will guarantee a perfect drink
to end the evening.

MOCKTAILS HOURS

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

OLD FASHIONED
There may be no better test of a bartender’s mettle than
ordering an Old Fashioned. The recipe is simple:
•
•
•
•

2 oz bourbon or rye whiskey
2 dashes Angostura bitters
1 sugar cube or 1 tsp sugar
Orange twist garnish

MARGARITA
A margarita is one of the classics, enjoyed by those who love
tangy and zesty drinks. A well-made version is a fresh mix of
lime juice and tequila, with a hint of sweetener:
•
•
•
•

2 oz silver tequila
1 oz Cointreau
1 oz lime juice
Salt for the rim

MOSCOW MULE
Popular for good reason, the Moscow Mule is one of the most
refreshing things to sip on a hot Malaysian day. Its suggested
vessel, a copper mug makes it look aesthetically-pleasing.
•
•
•

2 oz vodka
4 to 6 oz ginger beer
5 oz lime juice

Method:

Place the sugar cube in the glass.
Splatter dashes of bitters over it. Then
add whiskey of your choice and stir
until sugar dissolves. Add ice, stir
again, and serve.

Method:

Using fresh juice reaps the best
flavours and be sure it’s should be
shaken. Serve over ice in a glass and
salt the rims.

Method:

Squeeze lime juice into a Moscow
Mule mug. Add two or three ice cubes,
pour in the vodka and fill with cold
ginger beer. Stir and serve.

FROZEN
APPLE MARGARITA

CRANBERRY
SANGRIA

PINEAPPLE, APRICOT AND
LIME PUNCH

Refreshing on a sweltering day, swap
out the tequila to make your very own
margarita mocktail.

Looking for a non-alcoholic summer
party punch? Try our cranberry
sangria mocktails decorated with
fresh mint and pomegranate seeds.

If you’re feeling a little under the
weather, this refreshing non-alcoholic
punch will revive you.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Salt to serve
1 halved lime
2 cups (500ml) of sparkling
apple juice
2 tsp finely grated lime rind
2 tbsp lime juice
4 cups ice cubes
4 slices green apple
Lime zest, to serve

Method:

MOJITO
With its origins from Cuba, this refreshing rum-based tipple is
filled with mint and lime — a perfect combination for sipping
at the end of a long day. For you literary folks, the mojito was
said to be a favourite of author Ernest Hemingway.
•
•
•
•
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3 mint leaves
2 oz white rum
0.75 oz lime juice
0.5 oz simple syrup

Method:

Muddle mint into a shaker tin, then
add ice and all of the remaining
ingredients. Shake to chill and strain
into a highball glass with ice. Top with
club soda if desired and garnish with
mint.

Place salt on a plate and run
the rim of a cocktail glass with
lime juice. Dip it in the salt coat.
Mix sparkling apple juice, lime
rind, lime juice and ice in a
blender and blend until smooth.
Pour evenly among the glasses
and decorate with apple slices
and lime zest.

•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup ice cubes
1/4 of peeled, thinly sliced
pineapple cut into wedges
1/2 small orange, thinly sliced,
cut into wedges
1 passionfruit, quartered
2 cups (500ml) of cranberry
juice
2 cups (500ml) of ginger beer
1/2 cup fresh mint leaves
Pomegranate seeds to serve

Method:

Divide the ice between four
large serving glasses and top
it with pineapple, orange and
passionfruit. Then, pour in the
cranberry juice and ginger beer
evenly. Garnish with mint leaves
and pomegranate seeds.

2 cups (500ml) pineapple juice
1 1/2 cups apricot juice
1 cup ginger beer
1 cup soda water
1/4 cup lime juice
Crushed ice to serve
2 thinly sliced limes

Method:

Pour in the pineapple juice,
apricot juice, ginger beer, soda
water and lime juice in a large
mixing jug. Stir to combine. Pour
the concoction into a serving jug
and add the lime slices and ice.
Serve immediately.
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You’re On A Roll
Lobster Rolls in the Klang Valley
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Everyone loves some lobster during a romantic candle lit dinner or anything lobster, really. While
lobsters today are symbols of indulgence and spending power, they were once considered to be a
poor man’s chicken. In colonial times, lobsters were fed to pigs and goats and only eaten by paupers
— imagine that! Lobsters on its own are pretty delicious but when rendered and popularised by
Americans into rolls, it became something divine and comforting. Following are the places you can find
yourself some scrumptious lobster rolls.

MOBSTER LOBSTER BY MAD CHEF
Granted, it’s not everyday that you get the hankering for a lobster roll but when
you do, Mobster Lobster by Mad Chef is among our recommendation. The stellar
rolls and other offerings are brought to you by Chef Fhaizal, the talent and head
chef behind The Red Beanbag at Publika. The Classic Lobster Roll features lobster
meat lightly smothered in mayonnaise and topped with scallion and celery. In order
to truly appreciate the bursts of flavours, eat it while it’s still hot. The brioche bun
serves as a nice sandwich to the lobster. Besides the classic lobster roll, Fhaizal
introduced interesting flavours to pair with rolls such as sambal and garlic butter
for a unique kick.

BURGER & LOBSTER
Burger & Lobster came into Malaysia
with guns blazing and instantly gained
popularity. As its name indicates, lobsters
and burgers dominate the majority of
the menu so bring your cards and be
sure to try as much as you can. Burger
& Lobsters crowd favourite lobster rolls
happen to be their signature, doled out in
three different renditions — the Original
features Japanese mayo; the Seven
Samurai is all about the homemade seven
spices sauce; and the Chilli focuses on its
homemade chilli sauce. To top it all off, it
rests on a warm and toasty brioche roll.

PINCE AND PINTS
Pince and Pints serves only the best, having all its wildcaught lobsters from the North Atlantic Coast imported
twice a week from Maine and Boston. Go with the piece
de resistance here, which is the New England-style Lobster
Roll, showcasing tender steamed chunks of a whole
lobster, including the claw meat, marinated in mayo,
showered with chopped chives and stuffed in a butterfried bun, served alongside salad, fries and garlic aioli.
There is an ocean-sweet flavour to this roll, highlighting
the intrinsic taste of the lobster with different textures that
tantalises the palate. Carb lovers, take note that the fluffysoft bun and fries are really worth all the calories.
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KAY’S STEAK & LOBSTER
Trust us when we say that Kay’s Steak & Lobster is a tried
and true restaurant that has its premium meat and fresh
seafood flown in exclusively from the northern and southern
hemisphere. While the drive to Putra Heights can be quite the
distance, we assure you that the drive will be worth it. The star
of Kay’s Steak and Lobster menu is their Boston lobster, prepare
a la Thermidor. Implementing French culinary authentic arts
and skills, the lobster flesh is cooked with creamy egg yolks,
with a gorgeous top layer of melted parmesan and cheddar.
Served with caramelised butter, fries, and the chef’s salad,
this main will satisfy your lobster cravings but might haunt
your hungry daydreams for the weeks after. Eat with your
hands for an outstanding gastronomic affair.
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Moreish Mooncakes
Ring in the Mid-Autumn Festival
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

EQ
EQ presents the Celestial Treasures, a collection of traditional baked
mooncakes and hand-crafted snow skin mooncakes to meet the
classic and contemporary palates. The Longevity Box is inspired by
the Legend of the Jade Rabbit and features a silhouette of the Jade
Rabbit, a symbol of longevity. The box comes in vibrant blue, a colour
associated with optimism, serenity and health. The Autumn Box
draws inspiration from the season itself, boasting natural elements
on shades of coral that represent the warmth of a family reunion.
The traditional baked mooncake set features traditional flavours
such as Pure Lotus Double Yolks and Traditional Cantonese Mixed
Nuts and Low Sugar White Lotus Single Yolk for the weight-watchers.
Patrons can look forward to the Signature Pearl of Harmony that
delightfully marries toasty black sesame and the savouriness of a
salted egg yolk. EQ’s mooncake master, Chef Lai Wee Hong, has
introduced a new flavour to the Snow Skin Mooncake Set — Taro
with Sugar Winter Melon and Chinese Pickles. The new addition
joins the sexisting flavours such as White Lotus with Osmanthus and
Mandarin Peel, Black Sesame with Walnut and Almond, Blueberry
with Rose and Dark Chocolate and Musang King Durian. The awardwinning Yuzu Pandan will also be featured this autumn.
Tel: 012-278 92390

THE ST. REGIS KUALA LUMPUR
The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur rings in the Mid-Autumn Festival with
style this year, featuring its Classic Trunk and a Limited-Edition
Swarovski® Super Mooncake Trunk — a first-of-its-kind in Southeast
Asia and its second installation. Each year, The St. Regis Kuala
Lumpur’s exquisite mooncake trunks take inspiration from Astor’s
love for travel. This year, inspired by the hotel’s founder, John Jacob
Astor IV’s exquisite penmanship during his many voyages across the
globe, they pay homage to his travelling stationery trunk. Filled with
exquisite quills and inks often used to pen letters to his mother, ‘The’
Mrs. Caroline Astor, he would write his thoughts down in his journal
whilst travelling from Egypt to France on his honeymoon, pen letters
to his associates – leading up to the opening of The St. Regis New
York and whilst on voyage on board the Titanic. Embark on a visual
journey with The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur as it reveals some of the
extraordinary life events of John Jacob Astor IV and his travelling
stationery trunk - with the exquisite mooncake trunks taking centre
stage via a series of Instagram Stories on @stregiskl. The limitededition Swarovski® Super Mooncake Trunk houses a mammoth
6.5” Prosperity Mooncake with Eight Yolks while the Classic Trunk
encases a Lotus Seed Paste Single Yolk mooncake.
Tel: 03-2727 6696

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL KUALA LUMPUR
In the spirit of renewing bonds with family, friends and colleagues
this Mid-Autumn Festival, Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur unveils
a sensational selection of handcrafted mooncakes for gifting by the
talented Yun House team. There are various renditions to choose from
— those who favour delicate artistry can opt for the homemade Snow
Skin Mooncakes, which come in two luscious flavours — Musang
King Durian and Bird’s Nest with Red Dates. The pièce de résistance
this year are Yun House x Bar Trigona Mooncakes, which are distinct
and depart from the norm, reflecting cocktail-inspired tastes from
the award-winning bar. Savour Old-Fashioned, a masterful medley
of whiskey, trigona honey and cedar wood bitters or get a taste of
Judgement, concocted with ingredients such as jackfruit, aged rum
and triple sec. Also on offer are Baked Mooncakes with luxurious
fillings such as Pu Er Tea Paste with Tangerine Skin, and Szechuan
Ma La Mung Bean. The selection includes summer-inspired creations
such as Mango with Lotus Seed Paste, as well as mooncakes with
an egg yolk, symbolic of the harvest moon and a sign of good luck.
The Four Seasons gift box is beautifully designed in a sumptuous
shade of red, reminiscent of glamorous theatres and mythical
dragons, while the embossed floral pattern evokes a feeling of joy
and harmony with nature, perfect for friends and family.
fs-kuala-lumpur.myshopify.com/collections/mooncakes/mooncake

OH CHA MATCHA
Oh Cha Matcha (OCMC) snow skin mooncakes makes a comeback,
this time with new flavours to celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival
on Sept 21, 2021. What makes OCMC’s mooncakes distinct is
its sugar-free, dairy-free and natural ingredients for everyone to
relish. These little wholesome delights, priced at RM60 per box
are made without artificial syrup, sugar and colouring. The new
flavours include Matcha Mung Bean (Matcha Snowskin & Beetroot
Snowskin), Hojicha Mung Bean (Purple Sweet Potato Snowskin) and
Genmaicha Mung Bean (Blue Spirulina Snowskin). The naturallyderived pastel hues are pleasing to the eyes while the unique flavours
are scrumptious and wholesome.
ohchamatcha.com/products/ocmc-snowskin-mooncake-pre-order

W KUALA LUMPUR
This Mid-Autumn Festival, fall in love and get ‘moonstruck’ with
the vibrant colours of W Kuala Lumpur’s mooncake collection.
Featuring a functional yet trendy mooncake bag, it is birthed from a
collaboration with Gung Ho, the dynamic trio behind the bold, sultry
yet confident ‘Crazy Asians’ art pieces on the mooncake boxes. The
collection comes in two radiant colours, Iridescent Blue or Luminous
Purple, four mooncakes and a voucher for when you return to indulge
in delicious offerings at Yen Cantonese Restaurant. The mooncakes
are perfectly crafted by the culinary team at YEN, W Kuala Lumpur’s
contemporary Cantonese restaurant and can be purchased in a set
or individually. W keeps it classic this year with old-school favourites
such as the Traditional Five nuts, Black Sesame Paste with Single
Yolk, White Lotus Seed Paste with Melon Seed and Yellow Lotus Seed
Paste with Double Yolks. You can also indulge in fun flavours such as
Cendol Coconut and Mint Red Bean.
Tel: 012-347 9088
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AIRPORT TALK

Airport GCEO Speaks
A corporate leader with diverse experience, he
is harnessing the latest technological advances
to spur Malaysia Airports to greater heights as a
smart aviation regional hub.
This month, Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh
brims with pride the recent global achievements
clinched by several of its airports. KL International
Airport (KLIA) and Langkawi International Airport
(LIA) emerge tops in Airports Council International
(ACI)’s Airport Service Quality (ASQ) survey for
the second quarter of 2021 (2Q21) while KLIA and
Kuching International Airport (KIA) attain ACI’s
Airport Health Accreditation (AHA), testifying to
the airport operator’s continuous commitment to
ensuring high safety levels.
Dato’ Mohd Shukrie Mohd Salleh
Group Chief Executive Officer (GCEO) of
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

AD 01

I

applaud KLIA’s achievement in moving up
from the ninth spot in the first quarter of
2021 for the over 40 million passengers
per annum (mppa) category to become the
number one airport in ACI’s latest 2Q21
survey, which benchmarks the world’s best
airports in terms of facilities and service
standards. LIA, which also scored 5.0/5.0
for 2Q21, was ranked third in the first
quarter in the 2-5 mppa category.
LIA’s refreshed and improved ambience of
its terminal after its successful commercial
reset initiative contributed in no small way
to the overall passengers’ satisfaction.
We look forward to the soon opening of
Langkawi to fully vaccinated tourists once
80% of its population are inoculated. The
perfect scores of these two airports can be
attributed to several factors which include
the newly refurbished washroom facilities
and strict implementation of new travel
standard operating procedures that focus
on safety and security.
On another note, KLIA and KIA are the first
two Malaysian airports to receive the AHA.
Their safety measures are benchmarked
against global standards in accordance
with ACI’s Aviation Business Restart and

Recovery guidelines and the International
Civil Aviation Organisation’s Council Aviation
Recovery Task Force recommendations along
with the industry’s best practices.
These two airports join Istanbul Sabiha
Gokcen International Airport (ISGIA) which
had received the accreditation earlier this
year. Currently, LIA, Penang International
Airport, Kota Kinabalu International Airport
and Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Airport (also
popularly referred to as Subang Airport) are
undergoing the AHA assessment.
Committed to ensuring not only safety but
also world-class passenger experiences, our
overall traffic has been improving based
on our latest statistics. The July passenger
movements from our total network of airports
surpassed the three million mark for the first
time this year to register 3.3 million total
passengers, up 28.1% from July 2020.
Three million of the passenger traffic came
from our Turkish asset ISGIA after the easing
of border restrictions and curfews from early
June. Meanwhile, we expect the marginal
increase in passenger movements witnessed
at our Malaysian airports in July to improve in
the coming months following the government’s

recent announcement of allowing those fully
vaccinated to travel interstate, subject to
several conditions.
Where Malaysian aviation is concerned,
our plans are to bring new game-changing
air travel offerings soon. Moving in this
direction, we recently signed a tripartite
memorandum of understanding with
Skyports and Volocopter to conduct a
feasibility study for vertiport deployment
in the country. This collaboration is part of
our five-year Subang Regeneration Plan to
explore the use of revolutionary electric air
taxi services in Subang Airport and other
parts of the country.
Skyports is a world-leading designer
and operator of vertiport infrastructure
for electric air taxis while Volocopter
is a pioneer of urban air mobility. The
revolutionary air taxi technology is the
next big thing we want to see in our
local aviation, especially with Asia
Pacific expected to capture about 45%
of the advanced air mobility market by
2035, which translates to US$9.5 billion.
Indeed, it will be timely for us to explore
this new service to complement other key
developments in our regeneration initiative.
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Reimagining the Future of
Airport Retail

T

he global Covid-19 pandemic and
its resulting concerns for safety have
changed the landscape on how
customers interact and shop at the retail
outlets of airports. For these retail operators,
they are simply trying to get back to where
they were in 2019 and build up their
businesses from there.
The Moodie Davitt Report, which provides
business intelligence insights to the duty-free
and retail industry, foresees a huge challenge
for the return of food and beverage (F&B) in
airports among other things.
It expects the F&B and retail experience
will be “more personalised, more premium
and more special” with higher value placed
on customers than ever before. As such,
more engagements with airport customers
by appointment is also envisaged in more
private and smaller spaces among those
whom they already know.

categories and brand mix. More conveniencefocused F&B, hyper-localisation, and greater
use of omnichannel are also to be anticipated.
As airports and their retailers try to balance
customer service and losses in the reopening
phase besides ensuring more flexibility and
speed in planning cycles and signing of new
contracts, it is imperative for them to look at
new consumer behaviours for opportunities to
consolidate their retail business and overcome
issues such as slow stock depletions and
modest sales.
Calling for better understanding of customers
and fast adaptation to new ones, Anastasi
stresses the latter is fundamental as airports
are long-term, real estate players and would
have implications on “how we plan our
investments and allocate space”.

Additionally, with customers increasingly
turning to more authentic experiences and
local food, they would be looking for more
F&B from the country they are visiting
alongside big and independent brands.
Bringing independent brands into airports is
seen as both an opportunity and a challenge.

He says another call to action to drive for
a return to 2019 business or pre-pandemic
levels is the move towards a “fully data-driven
commercial strategy, with dynamic pricing
that responds to the ecommerce challenge”
besides optimising on promotional planning
and leveraging on customer relationship
management better. “As a target, we should
have 90%+ of commercial decisions backed
up by big data analytics.”

Another big challenge that has been
identified is the development of the “wellness”
aspects of the customer’s experience in
airports. A new Trinity White Paper on Travel
Retail Wayfinding for the Post-Covid Era coauthored by Bain & Company partner Mauro
Anastasi and Jack MacGowan of Castlepole
Consulting in association with The Moodie
Davitt Report reveals more key findings.

A rethink of the contractual structure is also
necessary, especially on how contracts
can best serve all parties. Additionally, in
repurposing travel retail capital expenditure
(capex) in the new era, Anastasi believes that
50% of capex should be dedicated to digital
and not physical, real estate. “This is what
large, successful downtown retailers are doing
and it will happen in travel retail.”

More customer-centric emphasis
It also suggests greater expectations from
non-aviation sources to drive airport income
streams in the coming years. As such, there
will be a need to redesign retail footprints
to grow customer penetration, develop new

Malaysia Airports’ Commercial
Reset
Amidst the Covid-19 crisis, Malaysia Airports
has continued to forge ahead with its plans
to reimagine the commercial and retail
experiences at its airports via its ongoing

Commercial Reset programme starting in
2018.
Armed with the urgent responsibility to ease
the financial burden of its duty-free and
retail tenants by helping them to clear their
stocks and raise their profiles during this
tough period, its senior general manager
of commercial services Hani Ezra Hussin
came up with several strategies to refresh the
industry.
The imposition of travel restrictions had
resulted in significant reduction in passenger
traffic and the temporary closure of retail
stores, thus impacting the sales of its
commercial activities, which had dropped by
85.8% to RM60.5 million for the first half of
2021.
Hani says 278 tenants benefitted from
Malaysia Airports’ rental incentives and
rebates of last year. Equal or improved
incentives to aid its tenants this year include
minimum 50% rental rebate and a new rental
model tied to passenger volume.
A two-year contract extension was also
offered upon settlement of their 2020 rental
while an additional two-year contract
extension was given to newly awarded
contracts to invest in their outlets.

To help offset the fall in airport retail
sales from its physical stores, she says
shopMYairports, launched last year as
an alternative sales channel, has so far
garnered cumulative two million-page views.
As Malaysia’s first travel retail ecommerce
platform, it has an average basket value of
RM390.
At the Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen International
Airport, Malaysia Airports runs a similar
e-commerce platform known as shop@saw
as part of its digital transformation. Latest
consumer research from Swiss research
agency m1nd-set shows that international
travellers are more disposed to a more
sophisticated ecommerce experience in travel
retail.
The agency notes that 53% of the travellers are
willing to shop online or pre-order online and
collect their goods either upon boarding their
flight or on arrival at the destination airport.
To support Malaysia Airports’ ecommerce
initiative, Hani says a series of promotional
campaigns were organised leveraging on
key partnerships and digital marketing,
which included its Boxing Day 2020 online
promotion that saw greater average daily
sales, pageviews and orders with the highest
spender spending RM9,500.

Another successful retail campaign conducted
by Malaysia Airports during the pandemic is
its KLIA Crazy Sale (KLIACS) to help its tenants
clear off their stocks, including exclusive travel
and duty-absorbed goods, and for nontravellers to enjoy great deals.
Held on three separate occasions, she says
the first KLIACS registered average daily sales
of RM282,000 while the second and third
KLIACS had RM334,000 and RM676,000
average daily sales respectively. The RM7.6
million total sales achieved from the three
KLIACS represent one of Malaysia Airports
new ways to help its retailers generate
revenue during the pandemic.
The airport operator’s revitalisation of its
commercial offering extends to the other
international and domestic airports in
Malaysia as well. Out of the 814 total outlets
that have been tendered, Hani says 435
outlets have been awarded as at July 2021.
Innovations of its retail spaces feature five
new formats, namely duty free, F&B, designer
fashion, retailtainment pods and sense of
place. Here, new concepts like the introduction
of a contactless ordering app have been rolled
out at Eraman Malaysia Sdn Bhd’s F&B outlets
such as Marrybrown, Gloria Jean’s Coffees,
Food Garden and Apron Bites in KLIA and
other airports nationwide.
More redefining airport retail experiences that
move in tandem with the changing shopping
habits of travellers can be expected as
airports and retailers adapt to stay relevant,
sustainable and future-ready.
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Malaysia Aviation Group Launches Journify
with e-commerce, presenting an absolutely
seamless and effortless experience.

M

alaysia Aviation Group (MAG)
announced on July 12 the
introduction of Journify, an
integrated one-stop travel and lifestyle
digital platform that represents MAG’s third
business, focusing on providing end-to-end
travel solutions, complementing its established
strength and expertise in the airline and
aviation services businesses.
Journify is set to transform the consumers’
experience on digital platform, anchoring
on travel and lifestyle, offering a highly
personalised travel experience solution
that allows consumers to have access to
information and knowledge to ‘discover’
places of interest that suit their preferences
and needs, facilitating them to ‘plan’ for a
customised and bespoke experience and
completing the process with a marketplace
that allows them to ‘shop’ for the products and
services they need, anytime and anywhere.
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This includes browsing and discovering
the best tourist spots and attractions,
arranging for a local tour guide at the
destination, getting specialty coffee from
an artisan café, purchasing merchandise
from local brands or businesses and having
them delivered to their doorstep. Uniquely,
all the tasks can be done via Journify on
journifyshop.malaysiaairlines.com and
Malaysia Airlines’ app, making customers’
holistic travel and lifestyle experience
unforgettable and frictionless.
Journify also introduced the first-of-its-kind
flagship experience through the Journify2U
service, allowing customers departing
from KL International Airport to have their
products purchased on the Journify app
with the option for their purchases to be
delivered to them at the boarding lounge.
This is the first ever innovative offering in the
world, integrating the air travel experience

Journify marks a significant milestone in
our transformation journey towards becoming
Asia’s leading travel and aviation services
group delivering customised and digitalised
end-to-end travel solutions, transforming
the Group from just an airline to a holistic
travel solutions provider. I am delighted to
share that Journify is an initiative created,
conceptualised and designed by our internal
talents within MAG with skills developed in
the travel and hospitality scene who share
the passion for making Journify a premier
travel and leisure platform in the region.

CAPTAIN IZHAM ISMAIL
Group Chief Executive Officer of
Malaysia Aviation Group
The platform has over ten categories of
merchants, points of interest, from cafes
and restaurants to entertainment outlets,
attractions, shopping malls and more, with
multiple brands including luxury brands
and local favourites such as Batik Boutique,
Tiarasa Escapes, La Patisserie, Nestar,
Whittard by Bakhache Gourmet and Chef
Wan Gourmet.

Qatar Airways Named Airline of the Year 2021

Q

atar Airways announced in
July that it was awarded by
AirlineRatings the prestigious
title of Airline of the Year 2021. The airline
also clinched the Best Middle East Airline,
Best Catering, and the Best Business Class
awards. This marks the third year in a
row Qatar Airways has achieved the Best
Business Class accolade, recognising its
patented Qsuite product.
The Airline Ratings ‘Airline of the Year’
award acknowledges the best in aviation,
with a focus on product innovation, good
route network and overall safety. All
AirlineRatings awards are given based
on strict assessment criteria put together
by industry professionals with extensive
expertise and experience in the aviation
field.

Receiving the 2021 Airline of the Year, Best
Middle East Airline, Best Catering and Best
Business Class awards by AirlineRatings is
particularly special for Qatar Airways. Over
the past 16 months, the aviation industry
has witnessed some of its darkest days, but
Qatar Airways has continued to operate
and stand by our passengers despite
many other airlines halting operations due
the pandemic. Qatar Airways continues
to reach new heights and set industry
standards that deliver unrivaled passenger
experience because it is in our DNA to do
everything with excellence. Our commitment
is to provide the highest possible level of
health and safety standards both on the
ground and in the air, with 5-star service at
the core of our business.
AKBAR AL BAKER
Group Chief Executive Officer of
Qatar Airways

Qsuite, a patented Qatar Airways product,
offers a First Class experience in the
Business Class cabin. Qsuite features the
industry’s first-ever double bed in Business
Class, as well as privacy panels that stow
away, allowing passengers in adjoining
seats to create their own private room, a
first of its kind in the industry.
As a multiple award-winning airline, the
national carrier of the State of Qatar
continues to rebuild its network, which
currently stands at over 140 destinations.
Qatar Airways also features flexible
booking policies that offer unlimited
changes in travel dates and destinations,
and fee-free refunds for all tickets issued
before August 31, 2021 for travel
completed by May 31, 2022.
For more information, please visit
www.qatarairways.com or call
03 – 2118 6100

For more information, please visit
journifyshop.malaysiaairlines.com or
www.malaysiaairlines.com
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Etihad Launches 65th Destination with First Flight to
Vienna

E

tihad Airways, the national airline of
the United Arab Emirates, on July 18
launched its inaugural flight to Vienna,
the City of Music, and the first of a new twiceweekly service between Abu Dhabi and the
Austrian capital. Flight EY147 departed Abu
Dhabi International Airport at 0730hrs and
landed in Vienna Airport at approximately
1120hrs, where it was welcomed by a
traditional water cannon salute.
The new service will be operated on Thursdays
and Sundays using a state-of-the-art Boeing
787-9 Dreamliner aircraft, offering 28
seats in Business and 262 seats in Economy,
entertainment systems, in-seat power, and inflight Wi-Fi connectivity.
Tony Douglas, Group Chief Executive Officer
at Etihad said, “After successfully launching

Mykonos, Santorini and Malaga earlier in
July, we’re delighted to now introduce flights
to Vienna. The 65th passenger destination
to be added to Etihad’s growing network,
we are confident that its timeless imperial
grandeur and vibrant cultural scene will
appeal to many travellers.”
Julian Jäger, Joint CEO and COO of Vienna
Airport, said: “We welcome Etihad as a new
airline to Vienna Airport. Etihad is a strong
carrier with a far-reaching route network,
and we are delighted with its decision to
launch regular scheduled flights to Vienna.
The United Arab Emirates in particular is an
important market for Austrian tourism, and
the new flight connection is a good sign that
things are slowly picking up again.”

S
All the pilots and cabin crew on the flight to
Vienna were vaccinated against Covid-19.
Etihad was the first airline in the world
to have 100% of all operating flight crew
vaccinated against the coronavirus and the
first to require 100% of passengers to present
a negative PCR test before departure.
For more information, please visit
www.etihad.com or call 03 – 2687 2222

Emirates Starts New Service to Miami

E

mirates is connecting global business
and leisure travellers with its first-ever
passenger service between Dubai and
Miami. The airline celebrated the inaugural
flight of its four times a week service when it
touched down in Miami at 1100hrs local time
on July 23, 2021.
For the first flight, the airline operated its
popular Boeing 777 Gamechanger, and on
the ground, showcased the interiors of the
aircraft to guests, featuring its highly popular
First-Class private suites.

TARLUX Airlines officially launched
its inaugural flight between Manila
and Taipei on July 8. The airline
once again goes against the tide during
the pandemic by launching a new route
to another major Asian destination.
STARLUX initially operated two flights per
week on Thursdays and Saturdays. From
August onwards, flights are available on
Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

STARLUX has been continuously adjusting
its flight schedule and aircraft delivery plan
in response to the changing conditions
caused by the pandemic. The airline has
opted to open routes to important business
destinations rather than popular vacation
spots. It is currently servicing routes from
Taipei Taoyuan to Macau, Penang, Bangkok,
Osaka, Tokyo, Kuala Lumpur and Ho Chi
Minh City.

STARLUX chose to open the route based
on the current level of cargo flight
demand and hopes to provide travel
service to people commuting between
Manila and Taiwan for work. Following
the planned future expansion of the
airline’s network to North America,
STARLUX will be able to serve the great
number of passengers transferring at
Taipei.

The airline now operates four Airbus
A321neo aircraft, each having 188 seats,
including eight in business class and 180
in economy class. Each seat in business
class transforms into an 82-inch fully flat
bed. Every seat in economy is equipped
with a personal entertainment system. It is
introducing all 13 new generation passenger
aircraft—the A321neo—with four already
in place. It plans to introduce another eight

A330-900s, ten A350-900s and eight
A350-1000s.
STARLUX is dedicated to exceeding
passenger expectations in every aspect
of its services and has received several
honours since its establishment. The
airline’s uniform collection has been
recognised as the “Best New Uniform
2019.” The 3D inflight safety video
“STARWONDERERS,” which took the
team two years to create has won 7 silver
awards in The Telly Awards 2020 and
a bronze award in the Busan Ad Stars
2020. The STARLUX inflight meal and
wine menu has also received the 2020
Red Dot Award in the category of Brands
and Communication Design.
For more information, please visit
www.starlux-airlines.com

leisure traveling options for Miami-Dade
residents and visitors, connecting them with
new cultures and growing economies,”
said Miami-Dade Mayor Daniella Levine
Cava. “Opening our doors to new visitors
from Dubai and adding to our growing
list of worldwide destinations continues to
consolidate Miami as a global travel hub.”

The airline will subsequently operate its
three-class Boeing 777-300ER on the route,
featuring eight private suites in First Class,
42 lie flat seats in Business Class and 304
spacious seats in Economy Class.

Essa Sulaiman Ahmed, Emirates’ Divisional
Vice President, USA and Canada said:
“We are thrilled to start our long-anticipated
service between Dubai and Miami for
travellers. We expect that the service will
be popular with our customers who are
seeking new experiences as countries like
the UAE and US advance their vaccination
drives and the world safely opens up for
international travel.”

generate high demand, enhancing business,
cruising and leisure traffic and forging more
economic and tourism ties between both cities
and beyond. We are committed to growing our
operations into the US in line with increasing
air travel demand and would like to thank the
authorities and our partners in Miami for their
support and look forward to providing our
unique product and award-winning service to
travellers.”

“We are excited to welcome new Emirates
flights to Miami as we expand business and

“With the greater access that the new
Miami service provides, we expect it to

For more information, please visit
www.emirates.com
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Air Astana Receives
5-star Covid-19 Safety Rating

A

ir Astana is amongst a select
group of leading global carriers
that received the highest level
5-Star Covid-19 Airline Safety Rating by
Skytrax.
The Skytrax Covid-19 Airline Safety Audit
of Air Astana was conducted during
May-June 2021 and assessed all relevant
health and hygiene measures introduced in
response to the pandemic, with evaluation
of frontline facilities and service systems at
Nur-Sultan and Almaty.
The detailed evaluation process covered
cleaning and disinfection procedures, the
standards and usage conformity by staff
wearing personal protective equipment,
Covid-19 signage and information, the
management of social distancing and
hand sanitiser facilities and finally the
caring, but precise control of passenger
flows and face mask usage both within the
airport and during the boarding process
and onboard.

Since the outset of the Covid-19 pandemic,
Air Astana has taken every possible step
to protect the health and well-being of its
passengers, I’m naturally delighted that
our dedication to performing these critical
protective procedures at the highest level have
resulted in today’s certification from Skytrax,
which I’m sure will give extra confidence to
the travelling public in Kazakhstan.
PETER FOSTER
President and CEO of Air Astana
Air Astana has focused heavily in helping
passengers understand and precisely follow
Covid-19 safe travel measures. Guidance
and reminders have been placed at multiple
touchpoints throughout the airport journey to
ensure compliance on wearing face masks
and conforming to social distancing, in order
to ensure maximum safety levels for
all travelers.

Aside from deep cleaning of all aircraft
between flights, onboard cabin cleanliness
measures have been heightened in
lavatory and galley areas. All onboard
service systems for catering have been
adapted during the Covid-19 pandemic,
with reduced contact delivery and
enhanced food safety measures.

Air Astana has applied a very methodical
approach to all aspects of Covid-19 risk
reduction. We have been delighted to
observe the increased hygiene actions for
onboard cleaning procedures, as well as
the adaptations made to frontline service
delivery.
EDWARD PLAISTED
CEO of Skytrax
For more information, please visit
www.airastana.com

Jin Air Operates Scenic ‘Flight
to Nowhere’ to Sabah

A

total of 96 passengers boarded the
‘Flight to Nowhere’ operated by Jin
Air, flying from Incheon International
Airport, to experience the Kota Kinabaluthemed sightseeing flight. Flight to Nowhere
is also known as scenic flights or sightseeing
flights when travellers get to experience all the
airport and airline processes, but instead of
arriving at a new destination, passengers will
arrive at the same airport they departed from.
In support of the local aviation industry
and duty-free sectors in South Korea that
were affected by the global pandemic, the
South Korean Government has extended
its permission for its local-based airlines to
operate the ‘Flights to Nowhere’ programme.
Jin Air has taken this opportunity to operate
the flights and Sabah has been selected as the
4th international destination after Hong Kong,
Osaka, and Okinawa.
The ‘Flight to Nowhere’ took place on July 25,
departing at 1240hrs local time from Incheon
International Airport. The flight route took the
passengers low-flying over Daegu, Busan,
and partially the Japanese airspace. It then
completed the journey by arriving at the same
place it took off from at 1430hrs.
The Kota Kinabalu-themed sightseeing flight
has attracted South Koreans’ attention with its
variety of benefits and special inflight activities.
Passengers boarding the flight were offered
goodie bags prepared by Jin Air and Sabah
Tourism Board to commemorate the occasion.
Major duty-free shops in South Korea namely
Shilla, Lotte, and Shinsegae have offered
duty-free services on board. The cabin crew
also prepared additional entertainment such
as quizzes and lucky draws to keep the flight
interesting. Round-trip tickets (Incheon – Kota
Kinabalu) sponsored by Jin Air, as well as
hotels and sunset cruise vouchers sponsored
by the Sabah Tourism Board were offered as
prizes to the passengers onboard.
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People clearly miss the experience of
flying. These experiences will surely offer
opportunities for them to remember Kota
Kinabalu, Malaysia as a top-of-the-mind
tourist destination. Given its success on the
first Flight to Nowhere project, Sabah Tourism
Board together with the Tourism Malaysia
Seoul Office is planning to continue this
activity with other South Korean airlines
including Air Busan and Jeju Air with an
increased number of flights in August 2021.
SHAHARUDDIN YAHYA
Director of
Tourism Malaysia Seoul Office

Flight to Nowhere is the closest thing to travel
abroad and it accommodates travel-starved
travellers. We welcome Koreans to visit us
again once the international travel borders
reopen.
NOREDAH OTHMAN
General Manager of
Sabah Tourism Board
With most international flights suspended or
severely reduced over a year due to Covid-19,
the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime

Affairs in South Korea has been supporting
aviation and tourism by permitting ‘Flights
to Nowhere’ and it has proven to be
incredibly popular among those who feel
nostalgic for the pre-pandemic days.
Sabah has been one of the top holiday
destinations in Southeast Asia among
the South Koreans prior to the outbreak.
Nearly 400,000 South Koreans were
recorded visiting Sabah in 2019 with
67 direct flights departing from Incheon,
Busan, and Muan to Kota Kinabalu.
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Scoot Launches Flight to Berlin via Athens

S

coot has return to Berlin from August 10, with three-timesweekly Singapore-Athens-Berlin flights. One-way all-inclusive
fares to Berlin start from SGD323 for Economy ‘FlyBagEat’ and
SGD702 for ScootPlus. The flights are scheduled to depart on Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday.
The airline will launch services from the newly-opened Berlin
Brandenburg Airport (BER), following the decommissioning of Berlin
Tegel Airport (TXL) in late 2020.
Scoot highlighted, “Linking Berlin and Singapore via Athens allows
Scoot to tap on summer holiday demand between Germany and
Greece, given that intra-Europe border measures have eased, and
more efficiently supports travel demand from Europe to Singapore
and Scoot’s broader Asia Pacific network”.

forests in Indonesia, support renewable solar energy projects in India,
and provide efficient, clean burning cookstoves for rural families
in Nepal. Moreover, Scoot and SIA will also match the offsets that
customers purchase for the first six months of the programme.
Additionally, Scoot has adopted a new, more sustainable meal
packaging made with FSC-certified paper to introduce gravy-rich
and soupy dishes. This expansion to the signature Scoot Café inflight
menu brings the best of Singapore’s multi-faceted hawker culture to
passengers, giving Singaporeans a taste of home, and visitors a taste
of Singapore, at 37,000 feet.
For more information, please visit www.flyscoot.com

C

This comes at a time when Scoot became the world’s first and only
low-cost carrier to attain the highest Diamond status in the APEX
Health Safety powered by SimpliFlying global audit of airlines.

athay Pacific’s state-of-the-art
Airbus A321neo aircraft has enter
commercial service on August 4 when
it operates its inaugural flight from Hong Kong
to Shanghai (Pudong). The airline also intends
to deploy the aircraft on flights to Guangzhou,
Hangzhou, Qingdao, Kaohsiung and Taipei
in August.

Not to mention, Scoot has launched multiple sustainability measures;
for example, customers now have the choice to offset their flight’s
carbon emissions through the Singapore Airlines Group (SIA) Carbon
Offset Programme, through a dedicated Scoot platform. Their
contributions will support projects across Asia which help to protect

ZIPAIR Tokyo Begins Flight to Singapore

Z

IPAIR Tokyo announced on July 21 the
decision to launch a scheduled service
between Tokyo Narita and Singapore
from September 7. The flights are scheduled to
take place once a week on Tuesdays.

We are pleased to announce that ZIPAIR is
expanding our international network this
September and will feature scheduled service
to Singapore as our fourth destination.
Singapore is not only known as a global
financial and logistics hub in Southeast Asia,
but also an attractive city featuring a multiethnic culture.
SHINGO NISHIDA
President of ZIPAIR Tokyo
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Cathay Pacific Inaugurates Brand New A321neo
to Shanghai

has implemented key measures against
Covid-19 and is prepared to provide safe
and secure flights, which includes the
distribution of our ZIPAIR Care Kit and have
applied an anti-viral and anti-bacterial
coating throughout the cabin to protect our
valued customers.”

“As the impact of Covid-19 continues, we
believe that the best way to contribute to
society today is to transport cargo and
support the global supply chain using
our Boeing 787 aircraft, while continuing
to prepare for the day we can welcome
back customers to travel freely between
various countries and continents. ZIPAIR

“Due to the impact of Covid-19, restrictions
on entry into both countries are still in
effect, but we hope that our new service to
Singapore will provide a new convenient
option for those who need to travel to and
from Japan for business or pleasure.”
For more information, please visit
www.zipair.net.

Cathay Pacific has already taken delivery of
four A321neos and will receive a further two
during the second half of 2021. The airline
will have a total of 16 A321neos in their fleet
by the end of 2023. The aircraft has a total of
202 seats, including 12 in Business Class and
190 in Economy Class.

We’re incredibly excited to see our nextgeneration A321neo take to the skies for the
first-time next month as we continue to add
more passenger services in the region. The
single-aisle A321neo is the newest addition
to our fleet and has been designed and fitted
with an array of new features that offer the
most enjoyable short-haul experience in the
world to our customers. We look forward to
deploying A321neos on more regional routes
and welcoming customers on board.
AUGUSTUS TANG
Chief Executive Officer

The A321neo is the airline’s first aircraft
to feature the newly designed Regional
Business Class seat product. This nextgeneration hard-shell recliner seat provides
a cocoon-like feel with divider screens for
maximum privacy, while the 15.6-inch
4K Ultra-HD personal TV screens offer an
incredible in-flight entertainment experience.
Meanwhile, the Economy Class seats feature
11.6-inch 4K personal TV screens along
with a generous recline, comfortable seat
cushions and new adjustable headrests.
With the A321neo, Cathay Pacific is the first
airline in the world to provide 4K ultra-highdefinition screens, a 4K video-on-demand
experience as well as Bluetooth audio
streaming (being introduced progressively)
across all cabins. Customers will be able to
watch 4K Hollywood and Asian blockbusters

using their own
Bluetooth-enabled
headphones on
our flights. There is
also added new extralarge overhead storage bins
in all cabins, providing 60% more space for
passengers to stow their carry-on luggage.
In addition to incredible customer comfort,
the carrier’s A321neos are also more efficient
than ever. Thanks to their elegant winglets and
advanced LEAP engines, they deliver a 22%
reduction in CO2 emissions on a per-seat
basis when compared to the previous A321
aircraft. The aircraft are also quieter, creating
almost 15% less noise than existing aircraft.
For more information on Cathay Pacific’s
A321neo, please visit www.cathaypacific.com
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Aviation Interview with
Tuan Nasaruddin Abdul Muttalib

Chief Executive Officer of Langkawi Development Authority (LADA)
Please share how your previous
positions have equipped you for
your current role?
My past 27 years of helming various
positions in the government service have
not only exposed me to many enriching
challenges but also enabled me to meet
people from all walks of life, thus creating a
strong and vast network of contacts for me.
Prior to joining LADA, I was Perlis Financial
Officer for five years, managing the state’s
annual budget involving its development
expenditure and cash flow management.
The number crunching moulded the
analytical and methodical thinking of my
left brain.

The career path of Tuan Nasaruddin
Abdul Muttalib, who hails from Bagan
Datuk, Perak, saw him serving in
ministries such as the Ministry of Primary
Industries (now known as the Ministry of
Plantation Industries) and the Ministry
of Finance (MoF). When he was with
the National Population and Family
Development Board (LPPKN), this came
under the Ministry of Women, Family
and Community Development’s purview.
The 54-year-old civil servant has also
worked with the Selangor and Perlis state
governments before his appointment with
LADA on 20 May 2021. A Universiti
Sains Malaysia graduate who majored
in marketing management, Nasaruddin
also holds a diploma in public
administration from the National Institute
of Public Administration and a Master
of Business Administration from Waseda
University in Tokyo.
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A more intuitive and subjective thinking
within me as a right-brained person was
cast when I was LPPKN Deputy DirectorGeneral, focusing on family and social
development matters as well as social
entrepreneurship.
During my MoF posting at the National
Strategic Unit dealing with National Blue
Ocean Initiatives and engaging with diverse
stakeholders, I learnt that collaborations
and smart partnerships are powerful tools
to get things done. Indeed, each posting
throughout my work experience has
shaped my leadership and management
style besides influencing my views on
certain issues and assisting me to find
unconventional solutions in moving forward.
What are some highlights of the
Strategic Plan 2022-2027 that
LADA is developing for Langkawi.
This five-year Strategic Plan will set goals
and directions, especially pertaining to
Langkawi’s post Covid-19 pandemic
recovery and the revitalisation of its tourism
industry, which is the heart of the island’s
development. Taking into consideration the
fundamentals of its previous strategic plan,

we are focusing on seven key result areas,
namely tourism, geopark, investment,
asset management, development
planning, community development and
organisational development.
While tourism remains the main catalyst
for Langkawi’s development, LADA is also
keen to attract more investors to develop
the island. At the same time, we intend to
provide better asset management for our
existing facilities through public-private
partnership (PPP). Ensuring that the locals
benefit from Langkawi’s economic and
social developments, we aim to engage the
community in programmes and projects
implemented by us and our strategic
partners through the opening of new
employment and business opportunities.
Under organisational development, we
view our 335-strong workforce as our main
asset. Therefore, we plan to equip them
with competency training programmes and
the necessary skills to uphold the agency’s
mandate.
What is the latest progress on
Langkawi’s UNESCO Global
Geopark status?
We are confident of getting the green
card status for it again in 2023 after our
third green card revalidation in 2019 as
we have good sustainability projects on
the island and receive full support from
non-government organisations (such as
Friends of Langkawi Geopark and Trash
Hero), government agencies and private
establishments. We are managing the
carrying capacity with our geopark
stakeholders.
Langkawi recently signed a memorandum
of understanding with Lake Toba, Indonesia
and Satun, Thailand under the Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand-Growth Triangle

initiative to share geopark sustainability’s
best practices and broaden our horizon in
promoting geological wonders. As the first
UNESCO Global Geopark in Southeast Asia,
Langkawi is fast becoming the reference centre
in the region as we leverage on UNESCO’s
international branding among its 169
members in 44 countries.
Tourism, being Langkawi’s most
important economic activity, was
badly hit by the Covid-19 pandemic.
What is being done to help revive
its hotel industry, travel agencies,
tourist attractions and other related
businesses?
LADA’s two main plans related to Langkawi’s
recovery, particularly in tourism and
community aspects, are its Tourism Recovery
Plan (T-REC) and Economic Roadmap Plan
(HELANG). Launched in July, T-REC comprises
three phases, eight strategic intents and 24
actions to be executed over 18 months as we
aim to reopen Langkawi as soon as possible.
The first phase is to get the island immunised
by end-August and eventually make it a
safe holiday destination. The Health Ministry
and Covid-19 Immunisation Task Force
are accelerating the vaccination process
in Langkawi. The second phase focuses on
concerted promotional efforts with industry
players for Langkawi to be the top-of-the-mind
destination, using conventional and digital
platforms to implement tactical campaigns and
subliminal promotions to encourage tourists
to plan now and travel later. The third phase
will be on the economic recovery among
the islanders in balancing their livelihoods
and restarting their businesses when the
opportunities arise in September.
To reduce the community’s dependency on
tourism, LADA has initiated programmes
and projects to diversify Langkawi’s economy
via HELANG by encouraging ventures
into new sectors such as aquaculture and
agriculture. The projects include freshwater
lobster breeding, oyster mushroom and
contract farming. We have also implemented
skills development courses for small and
medium entrepreneurs, benefitting over 500
participants such as taxi drivers, tour guides,
cultural artists and small entrepreneurs or
business operators.

Our collaboration with the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia
Commission saw us organising an online
digital platform workshop to provide them
with exposure on how to use Lazada and
Shopee to promote their businesses and
market their products outside Langkawi.
With Langkawi being a red zone
looking at the latest statistics,
can we expect it to achieve
green zone status and reopen in
September? If not, how soon can
domestic and international travel
resume?
We hope to achieve herd immunity once
80% of its population have completed two
vaccination doses by end-August and are
targeting for Langkawi’s reopening by early
or mid-September depending on the number
of Covid-19 cases we manage to reduce.
With Langkawi identified by the Ministry of
Tourism, Arts and Culture as one of the pilot
destinations for the reopening of tourism
in Malaysia, we are now discussing with
entry point operators, including the Marine
Department and Malaysia Airports, on
appropriate standard operating procedures
for travellers entering the island.
Meanwhile, keen interests have been
expressed by charterers from Russia and
China to spend their holiday in Langkawi for
their 2021/22 winter getaway and Chinese
New Year celebration in January 2022
respectively.
What is the latest update on
LADA’s wholly owned subsidiaries,
LADA Eco-Tourism Sdn Bhd and
Panorama Langkawi Sdn Bhd?
LADA Eco-Tourism was recently rebranded
as Langsura Geopark Sdn Bhd to operate
as a fully private tourist operator without
influence from LADA management. Profits
will be the main consideration for its
decision-making with certain allocations
put aside for community development as
part of its corporate social responsibility
programmes. Langsura Geopark’s main
businesses now are Kerisik Restaurant,
Ayer Hangat Village and Tasik Dayang
Bunting. Ayer Hangat Village, Malaysia’s
only saltwater hot spring and the only three
available in the world, is managed by DXN
AgroTech Sdn Bhd under the PPP programme

in terms of knowledge sharing, technology
transfer, marketing and promotion.
Despite the pandemic, Panorama Langkawi,
whose operations include the SkyCab
service, generated good returns in 2020
but its revenue is in deficit this year. With
its businesses in the Oriental Village not in
operation, we expect Panorama Langkawi
to experience loss in rental income and thus
might consider giving rental incentives to its
tenants to ensure their survival.
In LADA’s participation in
the Digital Travel Technology
Association of Malaysia’s
Virtual Tourism Expo (DITTAM VTE)
2021 from 27-29 August, what
were some of the packages lined
up to woo the pent-up tourists
who will be travelling to Langkawi
later?
DITTAM VTE 2021’s digital platform is timely
before our grand reopening promotion of
Langkawi in September. Some 11 travel
agents, hotels and attraction operators
took part with LADA subsidising their
entrance fee to help them regain their
operational momentum. The tour packages,
sold at attractive prices to woo the pentup demand especially of high net worth
tourists, have a year’s validity. Our targets
are the honeymooners, millennials and the
niche meetings, incentives, conventions and
exhibitions from the government sector and
multinational companies from the Klang
Valley.
After a day’s work, how do you
unwind?
As an avid photographer, my recent
relocation to Langkawi, reputed for its natural
endowment, has been one of my best perks
in life. Leveraging on the wide outreach of
social media, I share my pictures of it via
my personal account, promoting Langkawi
as a preferred holiday destination. It brings
me joy when the online viewers share my
pictures, which hopefully will inspire them to
come to this legendary island. I am also into
cycling and own a Brompton bicycle, which
I tuck effortlessly into my car’s trunk. I would
drive around the island and stop somewhere
to cycle for about 10 to 20 km. Oftentimes,
I would seize photo opportunities to capture
the splendours of Langkawi.
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DESTINATION —
NATURE WALKS IN KLANG VALLEY
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Some beautiful paths can’t be
discovered without getting lost.
KL FOREST ECO PARK
Formerly known as the Bukit Nanas Forest
Reserve, this park is nestled within the heart
of Kuala Lumpur, just a stone’s throw away
from KL Tower. KL Forest Eco Park is also
dubbed as the green lung of the city and one
of the oldest forest reserves in the country.
It is the perfect escape from the hustle and
bustle of a metropolitan city and serves
as a beautiful spot for morning walks. The
highlight here, besides the greenery, is the
Canopy Walk, which offers sweeping views
of the cityscape.
TAMAN TUGU
As its name indicates, Taman Tugu is located
close to the iconic Tugu Negara in KL city. It
spans 50 acres consisting of approximately
6 km of forest trails. It doesn’t have a high
level of difficulty which makes it suitable
for families with children. Walking through
the well-carved out trails, especially in the
mornings gives you a deep appreciation for
nature and the fresh air that comes with it.
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FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE MALAYSIA
(FRIM)
FRIM is only 30 minutes away from Kuala
Lumpur and robust with a medley of flora and
fauna. This national heritage site in Kepong
offers pristine, unpolluted environment —
mother nature at her best. You can camp, go
on a picnic or do some bird-watching here.
Alternatively, the popular 150-metre canopy
walkway at the Bukit Lagong Forest Reserve
offers a panoramic view of the forest and the
Kuala Lumpur area. It’s definitely worth the
visit.
KLCC PARK
There are many runners who enjoy getting
some steps in at the KLCC Park and it doesn’t
come as a surprise, especially given great
views of the Petronas Twin Towers. This
beautifully landscaped oasis, also known as
Kuala Lumpur City Park, features a 1.3km
rubberised jogging track that uses a special
surface called EPDM. This track is kinder to
the knees and makes jogging or running a
more pleasurable experience. What’s even
better is that as you walk or run, you’re
surrounded by the gorgeous gardens, lake
with fountains, and good facilities.

PERDANA BOTANICAL GARDENS
Originally designed as a recreational park,
the Perdana Botanical Gardens sit within the
170-acre Tun Abdul Razak Heritage Park
in Padang Merbok — the heart of Kuala
Lumpur. This beautifully landscaped garden
is perfect for walking or running, offering
various paths that suit your fancy. Feel free
to design your own walking route, with with
about 3-4 km of non-overlapping walking
trails along and around the gardens. You can
also find a literal uphill battle and stairs that
will get your heart rate up. A good starting

or meeting point is the Laman Perdana, a
square near the boathouse that’s a designed
gathering spot. The Perdana Botanical
Gardens also comes with amenities such
as a cafe, water, restrooms and has good
transport access.
BUKIT KIARA PARK
Spend your mornings amid the wilderness
of Bukit Kiara which is home to some hills
and trails in KL. Situated amid an affluent
neighbourhood, the highlight of Bukit Kiara
Park is its vast green space comprising

roads, trails popular with mountain bikers,
and walking/hiking trails. Depending on
your preference, you can embark on the
Bukit Kiara Walk — a challenging 5km
hill loop of paved pedestrian road and dirt
path. Start at Taman Rimba Kiara, near the
Aether Cafe, run up the Changkat Abang
Haji Openg and do a loop at the top. It’s
5.2km out and back, elevation gain of 480
feet, with the steepest part being the first 1.4
km. Alternatively, you can do the Bukit Kiara
Trail, nearly 2 km each way. The first 0.5
km is steep, then it levels out. This trail starts
at the Indoor Arena, close to the equestrian
centre.
PUTRAJAYA
While Putrajaya has become the centre
of administration, it’s also a great spot for
walking and running, especially with its wide
avenues, waterways, impressive buildings,
and lots of parks and greenery. For an easy
breezy walk, start at Taman Saujana Hijau
and Wetlands Park of which the loop covers
3 km. For a longer 12km run, head east
for 2 km into the Putrajaya Wetlands Park,
which has 2 km of pleasant green paths and
then a lake section.
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BURBERRY LANDSCAPES

Burberry has unveiled a giant Olympia bag in the heart of
Singapore at the ION Orchard Shopping Mall on Orchard
Road. The Olympia bag is a structured and sculptural bag
that has a crescent curve that moulds closely against the
body, an athletic aura told through its defined arc. This is
the latest evolution of Burberry’s awe-inspiring takeovers of
the global landscapes. The larger- than-life Olympia began
its journey in London, United Kingdom, travelling along the
River Thames. The Olympia bag is expertly made in the
highest-quality leather, chosen for its memorable beauty
and unique characteristics. Each bag is crafted in Italy and
hand-shaped and painted by artisan makers. It’s allure is the
unique curved silhouette hand-moulded on a wooden block
to create its structure. Available in a myriad of sizes, the bag
features gold or palladium-plated hardware engraved with
the Burberry logo.

FASHION
& BEAUTY
NEWS

TRANS-AVANT-GARDISM

All the must-knows
and must-haves of
the month
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

ASIAN DESIGN

Versace Eyewear presents its first collection and
campaign created exclusively for the Asian market. The
campaign features celebrity and key opinion leader,
Dany Lee. The sunglasses are glamorous and embody a
square-style featuring a modern metal bridge construction
and gooseneck nose pads. This sleek design boasts the
new golden Greca cast metal temples. This sun model is
available in burgundy with matte gold temples and violet
gradient brown lenses or in black with gold temples and
dark grey lenses. The optical rendition is fashion-forward
and chic, boasting a slightly oversized, rounded panthos
frame with gooseneck nose pads. Golden Greca cast
metal temples enhance the feminine design.

Hublot celebrates a long-awaited milestone – a second
standalone boutique in Kuala Lumpur. Overlooking Pavilion
Kuala Lumpur’s central concourse, it flaunts the new design
language of trans-avant-gardism that expresses the brand’s
mastery of innovative materials. Etched anodised aluminium
panels shroud the three facades of the corner-lot boutique
in 19 metres of sleek matte black. The Hublot experience
begins at the exterior with two giga-screens flashing
snapshots of its universe, spanning striking collections to
creative collaborations. Glass, metal and cutting-edge
technology coalesce to exude the Art of Fusion philosophy
that catapulted the brand to the summit of contemporary
Swiss luxury watchmaking.

CREATIVE DUALITY
1791, A REMARKABLE YEAR

Girard-Perregaux was founded 230 years ago in 1791, the same
year an English clergyman, William Gregor, discovered titanium
in Cornwall. With the release of the Laureato Absolute Ti 230, the
new model unites the Manufacturer’s know-how with the lightweight
element. The resultant two watches are contemporary, rich in
character and repeatedly play with contrasting shades and shapes.
Further highlighting this important anniversary, the Ti 230 blue dial
reference will be distributed exclusively through Wempe for the first
month following its launch. The Laureato Absolute Ti 230 unites the
two stories of Girard-Perregaux and William Gregor, drawing on
know- how amassed over 230 years. Titanium comes in many forms,
sometimes alloyed with other elements. Girard- Perregaux prefers to
use Grade 5 titanium as it is particularly strong, corrosion resistant,
lightweight and hypoallergenic; attributes that enrich the wearer’s
experience.
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Free-spirited, energetic and authentic — who could better embody
both the creative duality of the Clash [Un]limited collection and the
French neoclassicism of the Double C de Cartier bag?
A long-time friend of the Maison, actress Lily Collins is an individualist
with a strong sense of elegance. Her curious and multifaceted nature
echoes Cartier’s ambition to collaborate with individuals dedicated to
deep commitments. “For me, being part of the Cartier family means
joining a community of unique non-conformists who show great
strength of character. Cartier is Paris, it’s this certain idea of elegance
and French refinement which the Clash [Un]limited jewellery and the
Double C bag embody with classic extravagance,” said Lily Collins.
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BEAUTY PRODUCT

EASY, BREEZY BODY EXFOLIATORS
Achieve baby-smooth skin with these glorious
tropical-scented exfoliants
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

1
3

2

FLAWLESS IN A FLASH

Bid farewell to dark under eyes, blemish scars and facial discolouration with the brand-new Anastasia Beverly Hills Magic Touch
Concealer. Think instant concealing without cakiness or the appearance of fine line-setting. Enhanced with plant-based glycerin that
lends extra moisture and licorice root for skin-soothing properties, experience a new-age complexion product that delivers multifunction benefits that fit right in the skinimalism chatter that’s taking over the world of beauty. With a heightened level of comfort
and wearability perfect by the venerable beauty brand, the Magic Touch Concealer delivers the same and more, surpassing mere
concealing — one product to contour, accentuate, prime the eyes and colour correct for an overall balanced skin tone.

4

5

YOUTHFUL SKIN

The eye area is a particularly delicate area of the face and a major beauty
concern for women. From the very beginning, Clarins has always listened
to women and continues to meet their expectations today with an intensive
eye care product that immediately targets the eye area and cares for it
over the long term, eye care that’s both highly-performing and easy to
apply. Introducing Double Serum Eye A global age-control concentrate
with a texture that is in perfect bio-affinity with the eye contour. With this
new product, Clarins has focused all the expertise and power of Double
Serum - with its overall age-control care and innovative double technology
- on the eye contour. The unique, concentrated double formula is 96%
natural and enriched with 13 plant extracts.

LILAC DREAMS

Lilacs, violets, neutrals... You want it? You got it! Introducing the Norvina
Pro Pigment Palette Vol.5 – the gorgeous and luxe lilac colour story for
your summer dreams to come through. Debuting as the latest addition to
the NORVINA® Collection, this professional-grade artistry palette was
inspired by Norvina’s passion for all things futuristic and fantasy with a
dynamic shade range that’s wearable in any scenario. Specially curated
by Norvina, the 25 high-performance shades spark fresh creativity with
mattes, multi-layered metallics, duo-chromes, and one rainbow-hued
pressed glitter allow for versatile looks from soft glam to glam goddess.
Expect intense colour pay-off with each swatch, which allows you to create
bold, artistic looks of your lilac dreams.
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1. FENTY SKIN
Buff Ryder Exfoliating
Scrub
Yearning for that
Caribbean glow-fromwithin skin just like
Rihanna’s? This is now
made possible with
Fenty Skin’s Buff Ryder
Exfoliating Body Scrub
— a luxurious tropicalinspired body scrub that
gently exfoliates while
conditioning to refine,
renew and reveal silky
smooth skin. Inspired
by Rihanna’s hometown
beaches, Buff Ryder
smooths and exfoliates with
a gentle but effective blend
of sugar, salt and actual
superfine sand. Packed
with decadent tropical oils
for a nourishing touch, Buff
Ryder leaves skin looking
and feeling smooth,
polished and pampered.
RM142

2. INDIE LEE
Coconut Citrus Scrub
Do you like piña coladas?
Reach for this uplifting
sugar scrub for body
perfection. Raw cane
sugar, coconut oil and
jojoba oil combine for a
moisture boost with gentle
exfoliation. Lemongrass,
lemon balm and vanilla
provide a delicious scent
almost good enough to
eat. Scoop a small amount
of scrub and massage
in circular movements to
gently exfoliate the skin
and take additional care
on drier areas such as
knees and elbows. Rinse
throughly with warm
water and pat skin dry.
RM170

3. OUAI
Scalp and Body Scrub
You don’t want no
scrubs...except for this
one. This blend of sugar,
coconut oil and probiotics
exfoliates scalp and body
while balancing skin
for refreshed, softened
skin from head to toe.
Free from parabens and
sodium chloride, this
weekly detox is powered
by gently exfoliating sugar
crystals to cleanse and
soften skin. It functions
as a dose of probiotics
that amps up your skin’s
natural defences on high
alert.RM180

4. COCO AND EVE
Glow Figure Bali Buffing
Sugar Exfoliator
Elevate your skincare
game with Coco and Eve’s
triple exfoliating scrub.
From achieving a perfect
tan to firmer, youthful
skin, this scrub is packed
with the right ingredients
that would give your
skin the boost it needs
without the crash. With
a heavenly dragonfruit
and lychee scent, the
Glow Figure Bali Buffing
Sugar Exfoliator helps
improve the appearance
of stretch marks, cellulite
and other marks, as well
as prepares the skin for a
perfect self tan.
RM165

5. HERBIVORE
BOTANICALS
Amethyst Exfoliating Body
Polish
Meet your new royal
treatment. Using the crystal
queen of calmness, expect
silky-smooth skin upon
each use. This distinct
concoction gently exfoliates
with purely magical,
crushed amethyst gemstone
that is combined with
magnesium-rich salt, ultranourishing organic virgin
coconut oil and nightblooming jasmine sambac
to lavish your body with
luxe moisture.RM201
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LUXE SHOPPING
PACO RABANNE
Ruffled broderie anglaise
cotton-poplin shirt
RM 3,117

FROM THE TOP
Breezy blouses and oversized silhouette
for an instant touch of polish

SPANX
Stretch-ponte skinny pants
RM 616

SAINT LAURENT
Denim shirt
RM2,328

SAINT LAURENT
Essentials appliquéd cottonjersey T-shirt
RM 1,764

TOM FORD
Berrick Suede Penny Loafers
RM 4,048
PACO RABANNE
1969 mini embellished chainmail tote
RM 2,625

LUIS MORAIS
14-Karat Gold, Cord
and Enamel Bracelet
RM 1,914

PRECIOUS PRINTS
Add a hint of individuality to your outfit
with these prints
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

TOM FORD
Shelton Tapered
Pleated Twill Trousers
RM 4,893

FOUNDRAE
Strength Extended Clip
18-Karat Gold Diamond
Bracelet
RM 17,409

TOM FORD
Button-Down Collar Printed Lyocell Shirt
RM 2,963

CHRISTIAN
LOUBOUTIN
So Kate 120 patentleather pumps
RM 3,711
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TOM FORD
Atticus Slim-Fit
Silk-Blend Jacquard
Tuxedo Jacket
RM 25,312

UMIT BENAN B+
Convertible-Collar Silk Shirt
RM 4,291

ALEXANDER
WANG
Sienna crystalembellished
leather mules
RM 3,350

CITIZENS OF HUMANITY
Rosanna organic high-rise
wide-leg jeans
RM 1,217

TOM FORD
Shelton Tapered
Pleated Twill Trousers
RM 4,911

SAINT LAURENT
Sunset medium leather shoulder bag
RM 10,162

TOM FORD
Brighton Velvet Sandals
RM 4,248
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Exquisite Resort Escape
The ultra-luxury resort in the jewel of Kedah, The St. Regis Langkawi is
offering an idyllic buyout retreat package for companies, larger groups
as well as individuals to experience the ultimate in both privacy and
comfort. Priced at RM155,000 nett per night with a minimum of two
nights’ stay, the resort offers extraordinary bespoke experiences and
exclusive privileges for guests who opt for the buyout retreat package,
including the flexibility of customising their preferences. Guests who
opt for the buyout retreat package can look forward to experiencing
abundant bespoke amenities all to themselves, including a private beach,
an outdoor infinity pool overlooking the Andaman Sea, and more. As
part of the buyout retreat package, guests will be able to experience
enhanced exclusivities such as personalised welcome amenity with
corporate branding and option for daily lunch or dinner throughout their
stay. The resort buyout package also includes an option for a full-day
meeting package at an exclusive rate of RM200 nett per person with
two tea breaks and one lunch. There are also group activities for spouses
and partners such as yoga sessions, Zumba classes and more to meet
the appetite for expansive outdoor pursuits. The resort buyout package
is available for booking until Aug 2021 and valid until Dec 15, 2022.

THE

Luxe

REPORT
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Arabian Adventure

Relax and Recharge
Following the reopening of Morocco’s borders for
international travellers, Amanjena welcomes
guests back into its warm embrace, adapted in practise
and taking all appropriate steps in line with the current
guidelines, but unchanged in spirit. With just 40
standalone guest pavilions and maisons, the resort is
a verdant oasis of palm and olive trees and lies just
outside the fabled red city of Marrakech. It’s rose-hued
architecture is inspired by ancient Moorish heritage
with pisé-de-terre walls, vaulted ceilings and decorative
arches that echo the style of a sultan’s palace. Designed
by renowned architect Ed Tuttle, who travelled to
southern Spain to see the Alhambra palace, and across
Morocco to numerous mosques and the 12th century
Menara Gardens for inspiration, Amanjena sits around
an emerald reflective bassin that immediately conjures
up sentiments of zen-like calm.
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Four Seasons invites guests to explore the wonders of the UAE, where stylish
modernity meets timeless tradition. With guests eager to embark on exciting
adventures and reconnect with the world in the company of friends and family,
the United Arab Emirates remains a popular choice for a post-pandemic vacation.
Whether travellers are seeking to explore the majestic desert landscape or enjoy
opportunities for luxury shopping, the Four Seasons UAE Collection offers a
range of incredible experiences for everyone when the time is right, and always
with well-being top in mind through Four Seasons global health and safety
program, ‘Lead With Care’. Enjoy a meal with a difference at Skyfall, where the
secluded setting features its very own tower perched above Mercury Lounge and
overlooking the grounds of the resort, complete with stunning views of Dubai’s
iconic skyline. Diners can indulge in a hand-crafted menu featuring luxurious
ingredients such as the finest seafood, truffles and a never-ending list of refreshing
mocktails to pair them with.

Range Rover Refreshed
The 2021 Range Rover Velar 2.0L R-Dynamic is refreshed with an
enhanced interior design, improvements to the Driver Assistance
System, Pivi Pro – an all-new intuitive infotainment system, and several
other features including an Electronic Air Suspension. The enhanced
interior of the Velar takes inspiration from analogous industries such
as interior design, fashion and consumer electronics to give the new
interior a significant visual uplift. Noticeable changes include a new
toggle shifter and a new steering wheel design with integrated smart
buttons and hands-on wheel detection feature. It also comes with a
host of innovative features that enhances the experience of everyone
on board, including the premium cabin lighting, 10-inch dual touch
screen, a 12.3-inch Interactive Driver Display, a coloured Head-up
Display and more.
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LUXE AUTOMOBILE

MCLAREN MP4-12C

DESIGN MEETS INNOVATION
World’s Most Beautifully-Designed Cars
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Be they classic, innovative, iconic or futuristic, these featured cars have surpassed the necessities
of transportation to become a symbol of power and elegance since Karl Benz birthed his first ever
‘vehicle powered by a gas engine’ in 1886. Since then, the automotive industry has remained one
of the most animated and lucrative ones, which has led to some of the most beautiful, brilliant
and lavish creations.

The 12C is the first McLaren-designed-and-built production
car since the legendary F1. A pure McLaren, its innovative
design and Formula 1-inspired technologies make it one
of the most versatile and potent supercars on the road.
The signature dihedral doors are evident in the MP4-12C,
first seen on the McLaren F1, which are lighter and more
aerodynamic than conventional doors. The single hinge
design requires less room to open and makes it much easier
to get in and out of the cabin.

1961 ASTON MARTIN DB4 GT ZAGATO

ASTON MARTIN ONE-77
First revealed at the 2009
Geneva
Motor
Show,
Aston Martin created the
One-77 an amalgamation
of everything that makes
their brand so iconic. The
unsurpassed engine power,
the balance of design and
the sleek finish combine to
make this one of the most
desirable cars on Earth.

LAMBORGHINI
MURCIELAGO
Produced between 2001
and 2010, design meets
aerodynamics with the
Lamborghini Murcielago.
Luc Donckerwolke is the
creator of the supercar
giant’s
most
popular
models to date, featuring
the
exceptionally
low
body of the Lamborghini,
demonstrating
its
exceptional skills in the
sector of light construction
and the use of advancedtechnology materials such
as carbon fibre.
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Despite being considered a highly overlooked and
underrated build in the past, over time, the Aston Martin
DB4 GT Zagato has earned its title as one of the world’s
most beautiful, iconics and desirable sports cars of its era.
Clothed in exotic Zagato coachwork, this specific build was
the sole example finished in peony, an elegant dark red with
an authentic chassis coded, 0176/R.

FERRARI 250 GT CALIFORNIA
The car that plastered the walls of bedrooms the world
over, this model is the ultimate in clean lines and classic
beauty. The car has a remarkable provenance, having been
purchased by Hollywood actor James Coburn when he and
Steve McQueen went into Brussels during the filming of
blockbuster movie, The Great Escape.

JAGUAR E-TYPE
The ultimate British sports car. Described as ‘the most beautiful
car ever made’ by Enzo Ferrari, the Jaguar E‑type epitomised
the glamour and excitement of the swinging 1960’s. Nearly
60 years on, the Jaguar E‑type Reborn programme will
see Series 1 E‑types restored to their original specification
for future generations of enthusiasts and collectors to buy
directly from Jaguar Classic.
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BEAUTIFUL HOTEL DESTINATIONS
Somewhere along the way, hotels have become rightful destinations on
their own. Here are some that are currently on top of our wander list.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Regent Phu Quoc

Mahu Whenua

Phu Quoc Island, Vietnam

Wanaka, New Zealand

The only practice besides relaxation that you need to adopt at
Gili Lankanfushi is no news, no shoes. Designed in an authentic
style and built using eco-friendly materials, this resort seamlessly
blends into the remarkable natural landscape. Encapsulated by the
aquamarine-hued sea, the over-water villas beam with sophisticated
and intimate ambience where you can truly feel at home. Relaxation
is a thing of importance here, evident by Gili Lankanfushi’s tranquil
spa, delicious dining and Mr Friday — personal guest experience
hosts named after Robinson Crusoe’s loyal assistant and dear friend.

Nestled on the white sands of Phu Quoc Island’s western
coast, this Vietnamese enclave which is set to open in Q4
2021 holds a kind of captivating magic, where untouched
tropical landscapes are interwoven with the rustic charm of
an idyllic island life. Looking out over the terrace, the calm
blue waters of the Gulf of Thailand stretch before you. An
ideal position for taking in the islet’s famous sunsets, watching
the skyline illuminate as day gives way to night. Set on the
waterfront, Regent Phu Quoc is designed as a sublime haven,
infused with the soul of the island, with suites, villas and
facilities, world-class dining experiences, private beach, spa,
pool and gym facilities. Nourishment is key, with six dining
experiences which celebrate a world of culinary tradition
including authentic Vietnamese and Chinese cuisine; Oku,
a Franco-Japanese Salon de Boeuf; and apothecary-inspired
cocktails crafted with fresh botanicals and an abundance of
local Vietnamese herbs at Bar Jade.

gili-lankanfushi.com

phuquoc.regenthotels.com

Bawah Reserve
Bawah Island, Indonesia
Feel like a modern day Jane at Bawah Reserve — cradled by
Indonesia’s Anambas archipelago and verdant foliage. Unplug,
unwind and soak in the sun, sea and sand while on this luxurious
private island. At Bawah Reserve, you leave the real world into a
beautiful bubble where all you do is relax, snorkel at the three lagoons,
explore the untouched hinterland, indulge in the open-air spa, and dine
on Indonesian cuisine at the three waterfront restaurants. There’s also
no TV so you’re completely unplugged from reality. For the ultimate
tropical-island hideaway, the Overwater Bungalows offer direct access
to two turquoise-blue lagoons, so you can simply roll out of bed, put on
your swimwear and dive in.
bawahreserve.com

Standing firmly in the middle of a 200 square mile estate
that sits 30 minutes away from Wanaka, Mahu Whenua
is a luxury lodge that offers four suites that could be as
beautiful as the magnificent vista of Montatapu Valley,
Lake Wanaka and its surrounding mountains. Don’t worry
about your food throughout your stay because all meals are
included. All you have to do is head out to a terrace to take
in the scenery and plan your next adventure: a helicopter
tour, perhaps, or a dip in the heated pool, a welcoming
28–30°C from October to May. To wake up to a wonderful
view of the valley in the mornings, The Kereru Guest Suite
is the choice. You might even notice horses grazing. For
majestic mountain vistas, on the other hand, a cosy cottage
will be perfect for your stay. You might not want to leave.
mahuwhenua.co.nz

It’s not everyday that you can say you’re at one of the four
corners of Earth. This is what Fogo Island Inn, a futuristic, Noah’s
arc-looking architecture offers. Contemporary design is the
theme at this 29-suite inn, featuring bespoke furnishings, sleek
ensuite and a fine-dining menu. The dining room is one of the
inn’s iconic spaces, offering two glassy floor-to-ceiling windows
angled together and resembling the bow of a ship reaching out
towards the North Atlantic waters. Depending on the season,
guests seated in the Dining Room can watch icebergs bobbing
in the waves, whales breaching offshore, or enjoy a front-row
view of a savage North Atlantic gale.
The third-floor Newfoundland Rooms make for a romantic nest
perfect for cuddling in front of the wood-stove fireplace or
soaking in a massive tub, all with a background of the ocean
crashing into the rocky coastline just beyond your wall of
floor-to-ceiling windows. The rooms are of sleek Scandinavianinfluenced furniture, throw rugs and wallpaper from local artists.
fogoislandinn.ca
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HAUTE HOMEWARE
Luxury, At Home
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

# ARMANI/CASA
“It has been exactly twenty years since, with the launch of the first Armani/Casa collection, I began to structure the project of
a total lifestyle, extending my vision and aesthetics to interior decorating.” – Giorgio Armani
# HERMES
Bleus D’Ailleurs Tea Box
Functional and unusual objects
strike a balance between precision
and creativity. Colourful or subtle,
lacquered or hand-painted, in wood
or leather, their materials express
perfect harmony, and the knowhow they require demonstrates the
same level of excellence. Whether
everyday companions or exceptional
pieces, the objects stand out for the
unique way in which they meet every
requirement. Their poetic charm stirs the
emotions.

The Armani/Casa aesthetic philosophy focuses on simple lines and perfect proportions, enriched by precious materials, refined
finishes, and elegant textiles. The distinctive style incorporates a harmonious combination of different inspirations and design codes
to form a sophisticated atmosphere.
Esther Sofa
Esther was born from the idea of turning the iconic Baloon armchair into a sofa. The main feature of the sofa is its captivating curved
design, reflected by the frame of the tilted backrest and the seat. The backrest creates a single element with the rounded armrests,
while the seat is composed of two large cushions. The whole structure is kept suspended by two hidden recessed feet. The footrest is
made of two separate elements that have the same seat size of the 210 cm sofa, so that they can be placed one against the other to
create a real chaise-longue. Covers for both pieces are not removable and can be upholstered only with the bi-elastic fabric Oulu.

# GUCCI DÉCOR
Gucci Décor has unveiled its newest line of objects
titled ‘Souvenir From Rome’, inspired by the opulent Musei
Capitolini in Rome, where the house’s cruise 2020 show took
place. It’s a reflection of Alessandro Michele‘s eclectic, romantic
aesthetic. The collection comprises carefully crafted furniture,
furnishings and decorative accessories imbued with artisanal
touch and delivers an exuberant combination of colour, pattern
and design, incorporating text and multiple references to the
lexicon of Gucci’s rich patterns.

# LOUIS VUITTON
# FENDI
The FENDI Casa collection was created in 1988 when
Alberto Vignatelli and Anna Fendi intuitively came up with
the idea of furnishing environments using the same approach
that FENDI has used to dress generations of women. This
pioneering project in the luxury furniture sector saw for the
very first time a fashion house launch a range of furniture
and accessories worldwide. Today FENDI Casa proposes
an elegant, cosmopolitan lifestyle — the codes of the Roman
Maison act as a driver for the most exclusive trends for inside
and outside the home, creating an intense, glamorous, ironic
modernity.
Margaret Bracelet Armchair
Like a bracelet encircling the wrist, the Margaret Bracelet
armchair envelops whoever sits within its voluptuous curves
with an air of Italian luxury. The padded frame can be
customised in the full library of Fendi Casa fabrics, while
metal accents can also be selected for a finish that perfectly
matches your space.
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Concertina Shade by Raw Edges
Dreamed up by the Raw Edges designer duo for Louis Vuitton’s
Objets Nomades collection, the Concertina Shade creates an
enchanting counterpoint of light and shadow. Its delicate metal
frame, lined with Nomade leather, holds eight paper “petals”
whose clever configuration allows them to fold up flat. Unfurled
around a light source, it floats gracefully above the room,
casting a gentle glow.

Velvet Armchair with Embroidered Flowers
The arm chair in plush teal velvet has a high-backed design
that’s reflective of a seashell design. Set on black metal legs,
the main cushion is further enriched with a floral design that
is embroidered and then hand-applied, a process that takes
approximately 5 hours to complete.

# VERSACE
Bed and bathroom linen, table services, living room, and lifestyle—Versace’s home collection offers to
truly transform your home into an Italian palace paying homage to the Greek mythological character
Medusa.
Barocco Mosaic Plate 17cm
A stunning addition to sophisticated table settings, this elegant plate features the Barocco V surrounded
by elements from the brand’s heritage prints. The design boasts pastel purple and soft mint fused with
classic gold tones.
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EXTRAORDINARY LIVING
World’s Most Beautiful Homes
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The beautiful houses across the world serve as an example and inspiration
for extraordinary architecture — they are works of art in their own right—
and invite viewers and visitors to marvel at their intricacies.

CLIFTON 2A, SOUTH AFRICA
BELLAGIO LA VILLA, HINTERLAND

BRAN CASTLE/ DRACULA’S CASTLE, ROMANIA
Bran Castle, located in the centre of Romania is a national
monument and medieval castle believed to have once
held Vlad Tepes Dracula, commonly known as “Vlad the
Impaler” as a prisoner. The infamous Romanian ruler was
immortalised as the inspiration for Bram Stoker’s 1897
novel, “Dracula”. Bran Castle was built between 1377 and
1388 atop a strategic site overlooking a heavily trafficked
mountain pass between Transylvania and Wallachia, the
land over which Vlad the Impaler ruled in the 15th century.
The castle is owned by the descendants of Queen Marie, to
whom it was given in 1920 as a token of appreciation for
her efforts to unify Romania. After her death, Bran Castle
was inherited by her daughter, Princess Ileana, who ran
it as a hospital during World War II. In 1948, the castle
was seized by the Communist regime, but it was returned
to Dominic von Habsburg, Princess Ileana’s son, in 2006.
Currently, Bran is open as a museum, largely devoted to
Queen Marie of Romania.

The Bellagio La Villa, nestled in the Gold Coast hinterland on
Tallebudgera Connection Road, was built by Paul and Viki Sweeney,
the founders of Coral Homes. The couple purchased the 17-hectare
estate in August 2006 for $8 million and spent a further $8 million
constructing their dream residence, which was completed in 2008.
The beautiful home has 10 palatial bedrooms and 10 bathrooms,
custom-crafted décor and furnishings, coupled with polished marble
floors and soaring ornate ceilings. Additional superior features
include a dining room to accommodate 16 guests, a sumptuous
master suite with his and hers deluxe dressing rooms and ensuites,
a gymnasium and caretakers cottage.

THE SUMMITRIDGE ESTATE, CALIFORNIA

UPDOWN COURT, ENGLAND

The Summitridge Estate is a contemporary estate that adds
to the realty scene of Beverly Hills, California. This modern
mansion took seven long years to conceive and is situated
on a one-acre hilltop peninsula with jetliner views from
downtown to the ocean. It features over 21,000 square feet
of indoor and outdoor living spaces and rooftop terraces. It
has a two-storey living room, dining room, professional dolby
digital theatre, cigar lounge, wine cellar, glass elevator, full
guest house, car museum/gallery, gym, and many more.

Updown Court is a Californian-style residence situated in
Windlesham, Surrey. Widely regarded as the most important
private residence to be built in England since the 19th century, to
describe Updown Court as a palace is an understatement. Situated
on a secluded estate in Windlesham and set in 58 acres of beautiful
forested countryside, this four-storey, cream-coloured mansion has
103 rooms, including 24 en-suite bedrooms, two guest houses,
a security lodge and manager’s office. Among other features, it
has a fully automated two-lane bowling alley, five swimming pools
including an infinity pool, a squash court, a floodlit tennis court, a
wine cellar with a capacity for 3,000 bottles, and a panic room.
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Overlooking Clifton and Camps Bay beaches in Cape Town, this
house is formed around a sculpted courtyard which contains all
external living and entertaining functions. Situated on the ridge
below Lions Head, this place provides exceptional 270° views of
the Atlantic Ocean and Camps Bay as well as the Twelve Apostles
beyond. In order to create a generous space for all main living
rooms, the architects decided to elevate the main level on a plinth.
This level comprises guest bedrooms and secondary spaces such
as a gym, a studio, and the garage. First and second floors were
fragmented and rotated, which form a central but sheltered external
space with a spacious patio and pool. A glass bridge connects the
fragmented areas at the upper level and allows sunlight to shine
between the bedroom wings and into the central areas of this
beautiful home.

VILLA LEOPOLDA, FRANCE
Located in the city of Villefranche-sur-Mer, Villa Leopolda is one of
the oldest and most luxurious houses in France. Once a much larger
estate, it was owned by King Leopold II of Belgium (1835 – 1909),
from whom the present villa derives its name. Villa La Leopolda
sits in 18 acres of land. Perched in a prominent position with
sweeping views of the sea, and overlooking a verdant valley with
pine forests, overall it paints a breathtakingly picturesque vista. It
has over 1,200 varieties of trees and many other plants including
orange and lemon plants. Compared with other residences, this
house has a small number of rooms - only 10 bedrooms and some
bathrooms.
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LUXURY BAGS MEET HOROSCOPE
From the Gucci Jackie Bag to the Fendi Baguette, here are
the luxury bags that most closely align with your star sign.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Cancer, a cardinal water sign associated with beginnings, growth and comfort, is
best suited with Chanel — a brand that marries traditional silhouettes with a modern
flair, like the iconic Chanel Flap Bag. There is a variety of colourways and materials
offered, so we envision a Cancer to lean towards pastel colours of yellows, pinks and
blue.

7

7. LEO
Louis Vuitton x Murakami Speedy

1. AQUARIUS
Balenciaga City Bag

Symbolised as the water bearer, Aquarians resist classification and are known for embracing their creativity and
individuality, which is why the Balenciaga City Bag is best suited for them. Designed in 2001 by Nicolas Ghesquiere,
the fashion house originally only approved the production of 25 sample pieces, which were sent exclusively to fashion
editors and models. Kate Moss very publicly declared the city bag her favourite and the rest is history. Recently
updated by Creative Director Demna Gvasalia, the bag is the perfect fit for someone who wants to stand out.

Dramatic, creative and self-confident Leos are known to stand out in a crowd. What
better way to do so with a Louis Vuitton x Murakami Speedy bag. From the limited
edition collaboration between Takashi Murakami and Louis Vuitton, this classic
Speedy silhouette features Murakami’s ‘Monogram Multicolore’ print on coated
canvas, accented with natural Vachetta leather accents and finished with gold-tone
brass hardware.
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8. VIRGO
Prada Nylon Backpack

2. PISCES
Saint Laurent Rive Gauche Tote

A mutable sign, Pisces effortlessly adapt to their surroundings and value travel. Therefore, Saint Laurent’s linen Rive
Gauche Tote is the ideal bag for a Pisces who values manoeuvrability, and functionality. The tote has plenty of storage
space for fun-filled days.

3. ARIES
Bottega Veneta Cassette

We believe that an Aries would appreciate the highly coveted Cassette bag. Featured in a myriad of colourways, it’s
handwoven from smooth paper lamb leather and a now-iconic design from Bottega Veneta. It’s loved for its amped-up,
padded interpretation of the house’s intrecciato finish – uniquely inspired by decadent ‘70s car upholstery – and its
triangular buckle. Swing yours over the shoulder or across the body, or tuck in the strap to carry it as a clutch.

4. TAURUS
Gucci Jackie Bag

Taurus — a sign who has an appreciation for classic styling and accessories is best suited to don the Gucci Jackie
Bag, a new take on a historical Gucci icon. Brought back to the forefront, the recognisable shape is presented in white
leather and enhanced with an additional, detachable shoulder strap. Attached to the bag with a buckle closure, the
second strap adds a contemporary feel to the archival style, providing new ways to wear—from top handle, shoulder
to crossbody.

5. GEMINI
Fendi Baguette

Fendi’s Baguette bag was first thrusted into the spotlight by the hit series, ‘Sex and the City’. Today, it sees a
reinvention and its vivid colours are a perfect fit for the playful and passionate air sign. Iconic medium Baguette bags
come in various renditions, including a brown jacquard fabric with an FF motif, decorated with an FF clasp and
trimmed with black embroidery. It can be carried by hand or worn either on the shoulder or crossbody, thanks to the
handle and shoulder strap with a Fendi label motif, both detachable.

5
1

6. CANCER
Chanel Flap Bag

3

Virgos are always paying attention to the smallest details and always have a practical
approach to style. Lucky for you, this Signaux nylon backpack from Prada is as
functional as it is fashionable. Decorated with a Peter de Potter print, it’ll make a
contemporary addition to any wardrobe.

9. LIBRA
Celine Box Bag

With Libras enjoying the finer things in life, Celine’s luscious leather goods make for
a fashion-zodiac match made in heaven. The French brand’s flap bag perfectly aligns
with the energy of the Air sign who enjoys structured silhouettes that are easy to
maintain and style.

9

10. SCORPIO
Loewe Puzzle Bag
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The Puzzle bag was creative director Jonathan Anderson’s debut bag for LOEWE. The
Puzzle bag’s innovative cuboid shape is meticulously handcrafted to create a supple
yet distinctively geometric silhouette that might go hand in hand with Scorpios’ values.
It’s available in new compact dimensions — rediscover the Puzzle in small, mini and
nano sizes.

11. SAGITTARIUS
Dior Oblique Book Tote

The Dior Oblique Book Tote’s practicality and size is made for the energetic and
wanderlusting Sagittarius. Introduced by Maria Grazia Chiuri, Creative Director for
Christian Dior, the Dior Book Tote has become a staple of the Dior aesthetic. Designed
to hold all the daily essentials, the small style has been fully embroidered with a blue
Dior Oblique motif. Adorned with the ‘CHRISTIAN DIOR’ signature on the front, the
bag embodies the House’s signature savoir-faire and may be carried by hand or worn
over the shoulder.

11

12. CAPRICORN
Hermès Kelly

4

6

Goal-oriented and well put-together, Capricorns are always opting for classic
silhouettes that will withstand the test of time. In the 1930’s, Robert Dumas, son-in-law
of Émile Hermès, whom he succeeded as the head of Hermès (1951-1978), created
the women’s bag with straps. He designed a trapezoid shape with two triangular
gussets, a cutout flap, a handle and two side straps, and with it he brought the house
into the era of boldness and modernism. In the late 1950’s, legend has it that Grace
Kelly, a Hollywood star-turned-princess of Monaco, was photographed holding the
bag over her stomach to conceal the early signs of her pregnancy. The bag shot to
international fame and was renamed the Kelly.

12
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SEPTEMBER
BEAUTY FAVOURITES
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The world of luxury beauty doesn’t stop when it comes to new creations — from limited edition
makeup to innovative skincare and brand new scents, there’s so much to add to your ever
growing collection. We believe in recommending the best of the best, with promising high-end
formulas and immaculate quality. This month, we list down our top luxury beauty favourites
that will guarantee no disappointment.
NATASHA DENONA BRONZE EYESHADOW PALETTE

ANASTASIA BEVERLY HILLS CREAM BRONZER AND
STICK BLUSH

Elevate your natural glow and add dimension to your makeup look with the all-new Cream Bronzer and Stick Blush
from Anastasia Beverly Hills. Bid goodbye to their powder
counterparts when achieving the “no make-up” make-up
look and make youthful radiance accessible to all again.
Available in four versatile shades, Sun Kissed, Amber,
Golden Tan and Caramel, these are suitable for all skin
tones, non-greasy and effectively grip onto your skin for
long-lasting colour. Under the sweltering summer heat, this
buildable and blendable formula does not wipe off or slip
easily and sets to a natural, matte finish with a second-skin
effect. The stick blush, on the other hand, is available in five
naturally-flattering shades for all skin tones, namely, Pink
Dahlia, Soft Rose, Latte, Peachy Keen and Peach Caramel.
This cream formula is extra light and easily melts into the skin
for natural-looking, radiant colour.

TOM FORD BEAUTY TUBÉREUSE NUE EAU DE PARFUM

This fragrance conjures the fresh petals of night-blooming tuberose
and jasmine as they sway in the moonlight, exuding extravagant
sensuality. Rising to a rhapsody of unparalleled pleasure and
spiced akigalawood and timut pepper add an illicit potency to
this mystical dance. A soft, sensual blanket of musk captures the
erotic afterglow, promising the mood–and the longing–endures.
Tubéreuse Nue is housed in a matte ivory iteration of the iconic
Private Blend bottle.

This palette with a range of formulas and textures from sultry,
cream powder mattes to vibrant duo chromes, metallics and
shimmers, lets you create a variety of looks that will be the
perfect complement to your summer glow, flattering every
skin tone and texture. A must-have everyday palette to create
any soft or dramatic eye look. It provides maximum colour
payoff with minimal effort, blending seamlessly to achieve
vibrant, ultra-pigmented, long-lasting looks. These rich pressed
pigment shadows leave the skin with an optimum texture and
comfortable all-day wear.

GUERLAIN PARURE GOLD - GOLD RADIANCE
POWDER FOUNDATION SPF 15

This powder foundation contains dual-faceted gold pigments
that produce a shimmering effect to boost the light,
illuminate dark areas, minimise signs of tiredness, revive the
complexion and enhance radiance. Guerlain has combined
these with two exceptional revitalising ingredients; a collagen
and elastin booster which helps rebuild the skin’s support
mattress for a natural, plumped effect and Oil of Myrrh, an
aromatic resin, revered since ancient times for its beneficial
revitalising effect on the skin. Somewhere in between a
foundation and a pressed powder, this unusual and sensory
compact texture is designed to give both comfort and lasting
hold. Its softness and incomparable glide-on quality embrace
the skin with a light touch and without emphasising lines.
Naturally smooth and even, the complexion is illuminated
and glowing. Luminous and ultra-natural, the eight shades of
the range diminish the signs of time and fatigue.
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GUCCI BEAUTY ROUGE À LÈVRES VOILE

GIORGIO ARMANI LUMINOUS SILK FOUNDATION

Reveal your inner light. Inspired by charmeuse silk, "The Fabric
of Emperors," this luminous foundation glides on weightlessly for
a flawless lit-from-within glow in a 30ml format. Using exclusive
Micro–fil™ technology to sculpt and brighten, this buildable,
medium coverage foundation improves texture and blurs
imperfections. Comes in 24 shades to match every unique skin
tone.

Following the success of the Rouge À Lèvres Voile lipstick
launch, Gucci Beauty adds to this line with five new permanent
shades. Inspired by the Golden Age of cinema, these colours
were specially conceived by Alessandro Michele to enrich and
complement the collection with fresh and bright hues. Ranging
from natural to orange, red and pink, the new shades will bring
a touch of freshness to any makeup look. With its moisturising
formula, Rouge À Lèvres Voile is a lightweight, comfortable
lipstick, which delivers a perfect and luminous finish and leaves
lips feeling smooth and soft.
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ACTIVE SKINCARE
INGREDIENTS 101
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

FROM VITAMIN C TO CERAMIDES, RETINOL AND ACIDS, THE BEAUTY INDUSTRY HAS BEEN CONTINUOUSLY SPEWING
NEW OFTEN UNPRONOUNCEABLE AND SUPPOSEDLY MIRACLE INGREDIENTS EVERY OTHER WEEK. THESE ARE ACTIVE
INGREDIENTS CONTAINED WITHIN SKINCARE PRODUCTS TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC SKIN CONCERNS AND SUPPOSEDLY
SCIENTIFICALLY-PROVEN TO HAVE A DESIRED EFFECT. WADING THROUGH THESE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS CAN BE
DAUNTING, SO WE HAVE ROUNDED UP SOME OF THE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS YOU’VE HEARD OF AND WHAT THEY
BESTOW TO THE SKIN.

# ALPHA HYDROXY ACIDS (AHAs)
AHAs are relatively gentle chemical exfoliants
that exfoliate the skin by gently dissolving the
bonds between surface skin cells. They are
a group of natural and synthetic ingredients
that, when properly formulated, can exfoliate
the uppermost layers of skin. Doing so reveals
fresher, refined skin that appears much
smoother, is more hydrated, and, over time,
becomes visibly firmer. Anyone concerned
with looking younger, longer should consider
adding an alpha hydroxy product to their
skin care routine. Common AHAs include
lactic acid (which is derived from lactose) and
glycolic acid (which comes from sugar cane).
These two are the most common as they’re the
least likely to irritate your skin. Since AHAs
don’t penetrate deep below the skin surface
(due to the fact that they’re water soluble),
they’re ideal for all skin types, even sensitive
skin.
# BETA HYDROXY ACIDS (BHAs)
Often known as salicylic acid, BHAs are just
another form of chemical exfoliants that are
perfect for treating blemish-prone skin and
blackheads. BHAs are organic carboxylic
acids that work on skin’s surface and deep
inside the pores. They are oil-soluble, so it’s
most often preferred for normal to oily skin
that’s prone to bumps, clogs, blemishes and
enlarged pores. AHAs are ideal for those
concerned with ageing skin, whereas BHAs
are best for skin on the oilier side of the
skincare spectrum and struggle with acne,
blackheads and milia (the little white bumps
you sometimes see on the skin). BHAs are
oil soluble, which is why they are ideal for
those struggling with an oil-slick T-zone. They
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can get below the oil that’s clogging up your
skin and also have antibacterial and antiinflammatory properties. So they help spots
disappear quicker and calm any redness.
# CERAMIDES
A component of the skin barrier, ceramides
are lipids (aka fat molecules) that help the
skin retain moisture and allow proper function
and provide that smooth plumpness we’re
always aiming for. They are found in the very
uppermost layers of our skin and play another
important role. As part of the skin’s barrier
layer, they help protect it from exposure to
environmental aggressors like pollution and
dry air. When the skin lacks the right ratio of
ceramides, the skin barrier doesn’t perform
optimally and the health of the skin goes
haywire.
# HYALURONIC ACID (HA)
The main reason why everyone is talking about
hyaluronic acid is because of its incredible
ability to hydrate the skin. Hyaluronic acid
(HA) is a sugar found naturally in our skin
that holds water and helps keep it hydrated
and plump. The HA within our bodies holds
a thousand times its weight in water to not
only retain all that moisture in our skin and
joints, but also prevent all that moisture from
evaporating into the air. Just like collagen
and elastin, the amount of naturally-occurring
hyaluronic acid in our bodies decreases as we
get older, which is why HA is also often found
in anti-ageing skincare products, for those
looking to retain that youthful glow.
# NIACINAMIDE
Simply put, niacinamide is vitamin B3. It’s

a water-soluble vitamin that works with the
natural substances in your skin to help visibly
minimise enlarged pores, tighten lax pores,
improve uneven skin tone, soften fine lines and
wrinkles, diminish dullness and strengthen a
weakened surface. Sounds great, doesn’t it?
Niacinamide also reduces the environmental
impact on the skin by improving the skin’s
barrier and repairing signs of past damage.
If you leave it untreated, this type of daily
assault makes skin appear older, dull and less
radiant.
# PEPTIDES
Peptides are one of the most talked-about
ingredients in the field of anti-ageing skincare.
Peptides link together to form proteins which
are the building blocks of our skin. When
applied topically to the skin, peptides act
as little messengers, triggering skin cells to
perform specific functions such as building
collagen and elastin, encouraging skin to look
and act younger.
# RETINOL
Of all the skincare ingredients available
to us today, retinol is perhaps the most
transformative. It’s a potent derivative of
vitamin A and is converted to retinoic acid
(the active form of vitamin A that your skin
actually needs) after it’s absorbed into your
skin. Topical retinol boosts cell turnover which
promotes skin renewal, leaving you with
brighter and healthier skin, while helping to
correct skin pigmentation. Retinol is loved for
its acne-fighting ability, anti-ageing properties,
and skin-brightening power. Make sure you
start with a product that contains the correct
formulation for your skin.
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GET YOUR HIIT ON
All You Need to Know About High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

# WHAT IS HIIT?
High Intensity Interval Training or its acronym HIIT,
are short bursts of intense exercises with periods of
rest or lower-intensity exercise. The hallmark of HIIT is
repeated, extremely hard bouts of work interspersed
with periods of recovery. During your work intervals,
you’ll be challenging yourself nearly to your max. It’s
the opposite of going for a long, easy run where you
ration your energy in order to sustain the activity for
longer. When your body is pushing itself during true
HIIT, it relies on your anaerobic pathways (breaking
down glucose without oxygen) to produce the energy
it needs to fuel you. This provides an immediate supply
of energy, but the amount is very limited — which
means the length of time you can sustain that max
effort is quite short. In fact, in true HIIT, you’d likely
limit your work intervals to about 20 seconds and give
yourself ample recovery time, usually at about a 2:1
or 3:1 ratio of rest to work. Recovering before the next
interval is essential. Forcing your body to repeatedly
acclimate between two very different states provides
excellent cardio conditioning.
# BENEFITS OF HIIT
It’s Efficient
HIIT is the ideal workout for those with a busy schedule
as you can squeeze in a workout during your lunch
break. Research shows that you can achieve more
progress in a mere 15 minutes of interval training (done
three times a week) than a person that on the treadmill
for an hour. Even if you only have four minutes to
spare, you can fit in an effective HIIT workout with the
Tabata training method. Tabata is a style of HIIT that
calls for 20 seconds of action followed by 10 seconds
of rest, with eight to 20 times of repetition.
Burn More Fat
The calories that you burn during a HIIT workout is
significantly more than steady-state cardio, which is
the effect of all that intense exertion kicks your body’s
repair cycle into hyperdrive. That means you burn more
fat and calories in the 24 hours after a HIIT workout
than you do after, say, a steady-pace jog or run.
Build Healthier Heart
Most of us aren’t used to pushing our bodies into
the anaerobic zone (that lovely place where you can’t
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breathe and you feel like your heart is trying to jump
out of your chest). But in this case, extreme training
produces extreme results. A study in 2006 exhibited
that after eight weeks of doing HIIT workouts, subjects
could cycle on the bicycle twice as long as they could
before the study, while maintaining the same pace.
No Need For Equipments
Running, biking, jump roping and rowing work great
for HIIT, but you don’t need any equipment to get
it done. Exercises such as high knees, fast feet, the
dreaded burpees or anything plyometric like jumping
lunges work just as well to get your heart rate up fast
and reap the benefits of HIIT. In fact, some equipment
like dumbbells can make HIIT less effective because
you want the focus to be on pushing your heart to its
max, not your biceps.
Increase Metabolism
Besides seeing an increase in fat burning and
preservation of muscles, HIIT stimulates the production
of your human growth hormone (HGH) by up to 450
per cent during the 24 hours after you finish your
workout. HGH is not only responsible for increased
caloric burn, but it also slows down the ageing process
— one of the benefits of HIIT workouts.
# MISTAKES TO AVOID
While jumping on the HIIT bandwagon is great, one
common mistake is trying to go all-out on moves without
perfecting their form. Start out with safer movements
which is bodyweight movements. When you add
weight, ensure you master the proper technique. This
is very important. If you’re going all-out and your form
is off, you can put a lot of pressure on certain muscles
and joints, which can lead to injury. That’s why it’s
important to make sure you can do an exercise with
proper form at an easy tempo before kicking it up to
high intensity.
A proper warm-up is also crucial, whether you’ll
be doing cardio-based HIIT or strength-based HIIT.
This should include mobility moves, like hip-opening
stretches and thoracic spine rotations, as well as
slower-tempo repetitions of the exercise you intend
to use for HIIT, such as squats. The more intense the
workout, the more important the warm-up is.
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# HOW DOES SOUND HEALING WORK?
A sound healing session, also regarded as a sound
bath, involves participants to lie down on the floor or a
yoga mat, perhaps cuddle up with a cozy blanket and
simply listen to a practitioner as he/she plays a variety
of instruments and you “bathe” in the soothing sounds
and vibrations. Singing bowls, gongs, Tibetan bowls,
tuning forks, and drums are among the instruments
that the practitioners or you can use. Sound helps
to facilitate shifts in our brainwave state by using
entrainment. Entrainment synchronises our fluctuating
brainwaves by providing a stable frequency which
the brainwave can attune to. By using rhythm and
frequency, it then becomes possible to down-shift our
normal beta state (normal waking consciousness) to
alpha (relaxed consciousness), and even reach theta
(meditative state) and delta (sleep; where internal
healing can occur).
# BENEFITS OF SOUND HEALING
It’s Relaxing
One of the most significant and universal benefits of
sound baths is deep relaxation. The sounds permeate
through our system and return it to harmony. With our
busy schedules and so much going on in the world,
we could all use a sound healing session to achieve
relaxation.

SOUND HEALING
How It Works and Its Benefits
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Although sound healing has grown in popularity in recent years, it is a healing modality that
dates back thousands of years. Sound has been utilised in various cultures as a tool for healing.
Be it through the use of mantras as practised by the Hindus, the Icaros (medicine melodies)
of various Indigenous peoples from Central and South America or Pythagoras' use of interval
and frequency, these techniques all have the same purpose — to provide balance. Given
that everything has a vibrational frequency, including ourselves, it makes sense that sound
frequencies impact the way we feel. That's why some songs or music evoke our emotions.
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Helps Clear Energy Blockage
Some people experience deep healing during sound
therapy as the sound vibrations open, clear and
balance their chakras and release stuck energy.
Think of it as an energetic deep-tissue massage if you
will, one that leaves you balanced and replenished.
When healing happens, you may experience physical
sensations like tingling in your hands or feel or a sense
of being hot or cold. Don’t think too much about the
sensations, rather, breathe into them without attaching
or labelling them. Focus on your breath.
Boosts Health
Granted, some may be sceptical of the benefits of
sound healing but research has shown that it can

be incredibly beneficial. Sound baths are said to
improve quality of sleep, reduce chronic pain and
blood pressure, lower cholesterol levels and lessen the
risk of heart disease. That said, if you suffer from the
aforementioned ailments, it’s best to consult a doctor.
It supports mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing
Sound healing has the ability to heal on the mental
and emotional levels. It helps reduce stress, anxiety
and depression, balances and clears the mind, and
leads to a renewed sense of purpose.
# TOOLS USED
Tuning Forks
While tuning forks are usually used to tune other
instruments, they possess healing powers of their own.
Calibrated tuning forks can be held to specific parts of
the body to send vibrations that release tension and
open blocked energy channels. This form of sound
healing is to attain emotional balance and pain relief.
Gongs
Gongs have been around for a long time and with
good reason. They have been used as a form of
sound healing since 4,000 B.C. Now, they’re used in
gong baths, which is a style of meditation where the
practitioner creates different tones and patterns with
the gongs to produce vibrations that work on the mindbody connection. The effects are almost immediate.
Gong baths work to clear fears or emotional blocks
and improve mental clarity.
Singing Bowls
A staple in the Tibetan culture since the 12th century,
singing bowls are metal bowls that come in different
sizes. Each produces a deep sound that relaxes
and heals the mind. Because each bowl produces a
unique vibration that works on separate parts of the
brain, different-sized bowls are often used together.
Of course, they can also work on different parts of
the body. Bowls evoke a light dream state and can be
placed on the body to promote healing.
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MOHD KHAIRUL IZHAM
THE NEW AND CONTEMPORARY ACRYLIC ON PAPER SERIES
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

“Singgah Sana Emas” Paper Series 2021 (Orange & Gold)
Acrylic on paper 86 x 62 cm

language and essential to our existence as intelligent beings.”
It is a common notion that many artists are influenced by other
legendary artists. In Khairul’s case, he turns to the late Datuk
Ibrahim Hussein and his works. Khairul’s works possess an
ethereal quality to them, each crafted with pastel hues or against
a dark background to bring forth certain subjects. The artist’s
favourite themes — trees, butterflies and dragonflies to name a
few are ones that are almost never absent from his works.

Hujung Tanjung I, 2021
Acrylic on paper Series 60 x 85 cm

T

he gifted and young contemporary artist, Mohd Khairul
Izham was born in 1985 in Maran, Pahang. With a clear
direction of his life path, he pursued a B.A. in Fine Arts
(Painting) at Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM) in Shah Alam,
Selangor and graduated not long after. He has participated in
a number of exhibitions including the Malaysian Emerging Artist
Award (2011), Deceitful Truths (2011) and Dischromatic (2010).
His recent show, Neo Baroque – A Malaysia Reinterpretation,
was a group exhibition in collaboration with Core Design
Gallery. Khairul Izham lives and works in Kuala Lumpur.  
Khairul started with the use of lines as his signature stroke since
he graduated from UiTM in 2010. In his first solo exhibition,
‘Chronicle of Lines’ in 2012, he was exploring how from a single
line it grows organically to form complex compositions of images.
His line drawing itself is like a performative act which transfers
raw expressions of the mind to the gestural moves of the hands to
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mark on the surface. In his two recent works, Khairul attempts to
push the limits of lines with metal wires to flesh out his own selfportraits. Khairul is not attempting to create a three-dimensional
sculpture, instead he is celebrating the use of two-dimensional
planes and lines to give expression and intensity to the form.
He approaches the broad subject of past and memories with
complex layering and conscious masking, leaving the audience
with residue from the process of recollection. Khairul is known to
produce a dark, mysterious and elusive mood in his subjects. His
brushes of colour create rough silhouettes in an expressionistic
manner with details, contours and crevices accurately captured.
HIS STYLE
It is the artist’s hallmark that his works boast outlining objects in
light grey or vivid colours against a dark background. Khairul
presents what is almost a literal visual board filled with sketches
and drawings. As the artist puts it, “It is the primary visual

Some of his pieces, while may seem like a collection of random
objects, in fact evoke nostalgia and memories for the viewers.
One might discern that the assemblage of various objects in
Khairul’s artworks are his recollection of the past and he brings
viewers along for the journey through his eyes. For the artist, his
artistic style involves a process in which the starting point begins
with a line. This then connects to another line that subsequently
creates shapes and forms. An artist seeks inspiration through
many forms and many aspects, and for Khairul, his inspiration
is derived from everything and anything, from nature, people to
the experiences in his daily life. His family – wife and daughter
— are his muses every day, and in different aspects. Music is the
catalyst of creativity for Khairul. It puts one in a creative mood
and ideas just flow.
In Khairul’s eyes, art is an instrument that artists use to create a
story or share an idea and translate it onto a canvas. To him, art

“Singgah Sana Emas” Paper Series 2021 (Brown and Gold)
Acrylic on paper 86 x 62 cm

can be things that we see in our daily lives. The meaning behind
Khairul’s works are multiple, varying depending on subject and
stimulus. According to the contemporary artist, “My artworks are
about creating lines and turning them into a story or ideas on a
canvas…”
HIS ARTWORKS ON PAPER
In the 15th century, artists like Leonardo da Vinci developed
drawings on paper to explore ideas in preparation for creating
paintings and sculptures. At the outset of the 20th century,
paper would become not only the support, but also the medium
itself, as Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque explored collage,
layering numerous fragments of paper onto paper to create
dense compositions. Khairul’s artworks on paper are beautifully
crafted, just as with his works on canvas. While these are not
as mammoth in size compared to the canvases, they are still
sizable and would make a great addition to one’s home. The
artist’s latest works, the ‘Singgah Sana Emas Paper Series’,
2021 emanate similar subjects as his works in the past — trees
blanketed by butterflies in some and birds on other, all lined out
with gold hues against a mountain range in the far end and vivid
monotone background. The employment of gold lines to make
up the tree makes it stand out and commands the attention of
viewers. When viewed from a distance, one could easily mistake
the birds and butterflies for flowers.
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KHALIL IBRAHIM’S EARLY EAST
COAST SERIES
REVISITING THE EARLY WORKS OF THE ARTIST WITH A STRONG
POP INFLUENCE OF THE LATE 1960’S AND 70’S.
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

K

halil Ibrahim was a multifaceted artist who forayed into
many art mediums and excelled in each, proving his
legendary status. Aptly named as a multifaceted maestro,
Khalil was born in 1934 In Kubang Kerian, Kelantan. He was
one of the earliest Malaysians to receive a full scholarship to
study art at the prestigious Central St Martins School of Art and
Design in London, in 1964. Throughout his long career, Khalil
had held a number of solo and group exhibitions in Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia and Switzerland. His masterful skills in
drawing, watercolour and acrylic, are styles that move from the
almost real to the almost abstract. Owning a piece of his artwork
is truly a gift of beauty through the artist’s eyes. Khalil’s preference
for the human figure and his deep affection for the East Coast
had led him to create iconic images of men and women in the
East Coast Malay fishing villages against stark backgrounds of
blues and greens and watercolour landscape of villages.
EARLY DAYS
Khalil’s rich Malay cultural background in the East Coast and the
discipline of Islamic values that he learnt at the Pondok school
shaped his primordial artistic journey. These values stuck with
him which then merged with the freedom of expression that he

Bali / East Coast Series, 1970
Acrylic on canvas 120 x 125 cm
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encountered later on through his formal education at St. Martins
in London. Though he did not receive any formal education during
the early years in Kelantan, Khalil’s awareness of modern art was
cultivated through a period of colonialism and the experiences of
pioneering artists from the Nanyang Academy. With an innate
passion for making wayang kulit, his artistic talent flourished.
He would make the wayang kulit by drawing on a big leaf with
the addition of a cardboard, which would then be used to play
with his friends. Khalil took this newfound interest and competed
in events and shows held almost every month. Unfortunately, his
mother disapproved of his interest while his father urged him
to become a teacher. Despite his parents’ disapproval, Khalil
remained steadfast to his passion.
KHALIL’S EAST COAST PAINTINGS
Prior to birthing the East Coast series on canvas, the artist first
experimented with the East Coast subject on batik and it was
during this period when some of the earliest works in the batik
medium were produced. The hallmark of Khalil’s works and his
unending muse had always been the East Coast. Him growing
up amid the serene landscape allowed the artist to be an artistic
composer to create variation upon variation of this theme. His
subjects were the laymen — fishermen and farmers, as well as
the colours of nature, as depicted in most of his works. Despite
colour and texture becoming Khalil’s primary fascination, he
stayed true to — firstly, the human figure albeit fragmented
and secondly, his people of the East Coast. While depicted in
a romanticised gesture encapsulated by vibrant hues, one can
discern that the stance of the subjects suggests the hardships to
make ends meet and the struggles in their lives. Khalil’s reaction
to people was most often tied to a place. His excursions to the
East Coast were always a sensual experience for him, from
the sights, sounds and smells to the way he viewed people he
encountered. With his innate flair, Khalil shared his experiences
and his relationship with the East Coast, as well as the land and
sea through an authentic and captivating visual story.
EAST COAST POP ART
It was at St. Martins School of Art and Design in London that
Khalil Ibrahim began what would be a flux in his works, which
wasl part of his process of experimentation and discovery. The
next year of Khalil’s enrolment, British pop artist Peter Blake

Pantai Irama, 1970
Acrylic on canvas 92 x 120 cm

joined St. Martins and lectured in the school while Khalil was
studying there. In addition, David Hockney, a venerable English
painter and important contributor to the pop art movement in
the 1960’s used to drop by to give the budding art students
lectures and Khalil were among the attendees. Perhaps these
artists paved the way to the artist’s introduction to pop-esque
East Coast paintings. Students at St. Martins were encouraged to
visit museums and art galleries which were experiences that not
only intrigued Khalil, but allowed him to study the works of great
European masters and be inspired by them.
Khalil’s ‘English’ or post-St. Martins artworks revealed a
relatively different style from his earlier landscapes and portraits.
Influenced by his peers, lecturers and his foreign surroundings,
Pantai Irama, 1970
Acrylic on canvas 92 x 120 cm
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KHALIL IBRAHIM “EAST COAST SERIES” (1970’S)
87 X 70 CM BATIK
Despite his formal western art education, Khalil never
wavered from his rich Kelantanese cultural heritage
and it was natural that he pursued batik painting
upon his return from England in 1966. This was
also when Khalil prolifically highlighted the people
of his hometown as subjects for his artworks, clad in
sarongs or traditional attire. Figures in motion were
one of Khalil’s forte and he brilliantly brought it to life
with this particular batik work. A muted background
was used here to shed light on the Malay women. In
typical Khalil manner, the artist granted his subjects
with fluidity of motion, which make them look like
they’re dancing, signifying the femininity and grace of
women. The vibrant gold palette, depth and feeling it
possesses allows viewers to see through Khalil’s eyes,
transporting them to simpler times in the East Coast
where the ladies were clad in kebaya and sarongs,
tending to their daily chores. Today, Khalil Ibrahim
is regarded as the ‘Father of Figurative Paintings’ in
Malaysia and his artworks are coveted by venerable
institutions and private collectors alike.
East Coast Series, 1970s
Batik 87 x 70 cm

East Coast Ladies, 1970
Acrylic on canvas 45.5 x 61 cm

the early 1960’s saw him experimenting with abstraction in
works like ‘Destruction’, ’Destruction II’ and ‘Abstract I’. The
artist would experiment with abstract forms drawn into his sketch
book and demonstrating his attempt at bringing portraiture and
concepts of abstraction together. Khalil’s art works were still in
flux as he sought styles and methods which spoke of his own
unique journey. Like many aspiring artists, Khalil participated
in numerous group exhibitions organised by St. Martins as well
with the Malayan Art Circle and at Malaysia Hall.
Khalil’s interest in painting abstraction in various methods was
evident throughout his artistic career, especially in works such
as the Airbrush Abstract,1981 – an oil on canvas work with a
red background over-sprayed with blue, with small red bands at
the top and a lighter blue band at the base. The artist continued
to play with Abstract Expressionism through paintings such as
the ‘East Coast Ladies’, 1993 where starkly saronged figures in
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silhouetted vivid colours were painted against a predominantly
light green background, rendering a more graphic and pop feel
to the work. Over the span of his career, the artist’s abstractions
were somewhat overshadowed by his other, more naturalistic
works. There was a continuance of the East Coast series, not only
in watercolour but also in acrylics and others in oils. Paintings
such as the East Coast Series, 1982 were inspired by life on
the East Coast of Malaysia. ‘Bali/ East Coast Series,1970’ is
another acrylic on canvas work that highlights Khalil’s tendency
towards abstraction. These take Khalil’s movement towards
abstraction one step further, leaning in the direction of a purer
form of abstraction and more in keeping with the artist’s previous
penchant for Expressionism and Expressionistic abstraction.
Khalil Ibrahim was the happiest, engaging with the colours and
forms found on the East Coast of Malaysia and rendered his own
vibrant Malaysian Expressionist or abstract style to engage the
viewers.

KHALIL IBRAHIM MOVEMENT IN BLUE, 1973
55 X 45 CM BATIK
As can be seen in this work, colour and texture became
the primary fascination for Khalil, he remained true
to – firstly, the human figure albeit fragmented and
secondly his people of the East Coast. ‘Movement in
Blue, 1973’ illustrates a gradient of aquamarine to
a cyan hue. Khalil went on to meticulously display
the stances of these figures and their muscular form
that almost looks like a dance. Caught in motion,
this figures are presumably fishermen tending to their
fishing nets.

Movement in Blue, 1973
Batik 55 x 45 cm
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L

onging for a vacation
without leaving the city?
Grab your suitcase and
scurry until you reach the heart
of Cheras, where the hotel
is ideally situated, after the
movement control is lifted, of
course.

Rooftop Infinity Pool

SUNWAY VELOCITY HOTEL
Your Ideal Place to Stay
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

With its polite red and white
facade and rooftop infinity
pool, this hotel appears
to embody what the savvy
traveller needs. Inside, this
chic little bolthole is as cheerful
as it is contemporary. It is the
only integrated hotel within
the vicinity, bringing vibrancy,
energy and excitement to the
area, including conveniences
for the corporate and leisure
travellers. With its locale
being part of the hotel’s
allure, Sunway Velocity Hotel
is well connected to the major
transportation veins such as the
Light Rapid Transit (LRT) and
Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) that
can whisk you away to Bukit
Bintang, KL Sentral and other
parts of Kuala Lumpur.
The hotel features 351 guest
rooms with a choice of three
room categories – Superior,
Superior Plus and Superior
Premier. The Superior Room,
measuring 25 square metres
in size, is the hotel’s lead-in
room category. Our favourite
of the lot is the 38 square metre
Superior Premier Room — a
magnificent and commodious
dwelling which boasts a loftlike arrangement, offering an
additional settee that pulls out
to a queen-sized sofa bed. This
can accommodate up to two

Sunway Velocity Superior Premier Room
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adults and two children or
three adults in the room. You
know what this means, gather
the gang for a staycation in
finesse.
Complementing its exterior,
each room in Sunway
Velocity Hotel is embroidered
with bold, geometric patterns
and accented by hues of
green, yellow and a dash of
gold, emanating a feeling of
cosiness and contemporary
flair. In addition, the rooms
are equipped with the
essential conveniences and
comfortable features and
amenities for an effortless
stay such as complimentary
WiFi and wired broadband
Internet access, LED Smart TV,
electronic safe, mini fridge,
and coffee and tea making
facilities and the fascinating
handy phone — placed in
every guest room to be utilised
during guests’ stay. One can
easily make unlimited local
calls and surf the net.
A staycation isn’t complete
without food. Fortunately,
the hotel is directly linked to
Sunway Velocity Mall, which
houses a myriad of food and
beverage outlets, a slew of
entertainment centres and
recreational facilities. No
hunger shall befall patrons
nor boredom, ensuring a
vacation that will be etched to
their memories forever.
Lingkaran SV, Sunway
Velocity,
55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03 2726 3988

THE RITZ CARLTON KUALA LUMPUR
Redefining Luxury
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

The Lobby Lounge

T

he Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur has
always been one of the top destinations
for many since its opening in 1997.
Located within the Golden Triangle, the hotel
has long commanded an enviable address.
But, it’s much more than its address as it
offers easy access to the trendy, upscale
business and entertainment hub of Bukit
Bintang. The hospitality and impeccable
service has it recognised as one of the
‘Top Five Butler Hotels in the World’ by
The Independent and one of ‘The Greatest
Hotels in the World’ by Travel + Leisure. It
has also secured a spot in the prestigious
‘Gold List’ in Condé Nast Traveler.
THE ROOMS
Exquisite furnishings, spacious rooms,
opulent marble bathrooms and premium
appointments speak of timeless luxury,
creating a haven of tranquillity in the midst
of a busy city. The all-butler hotel comprises
364 elegant rooms and suites. Soft neutral
palette provides a taste of home while
expansive windows allow natural light in
while also treating guests to views of the
Kuala Lumpur skyline or the swimming pool;
comfortable beds with fine linens, and
feather and down comforters. The hotel’s
signature butler service is available for you
round the clock. From shoeshine services
and car transfers to organising the perfect
itinerary for a day out, the highly trained
butlers will deliver every request with the
touch of a button.

THE RESTAURANTS
Dining experiences at The Ritz-Carlton,
Kuala Lumpur are exceptional. The
gastronomic showcase includes the
quintessential afternoon tea at The Lobby
Lounge; fine dining at The Library in the
evenings and lively Sunday Roast on
weekends — every moment is thoughtfully
crafted. The Cobalt Room is where
breakfast takes place, featuring local and
international flavours with diverse theatre
or food stations offering cooked-to-order
preparations catering to your preferences.
For a cosy lunch or dinner, indulge in
authentic, award-winning Chinese cuisine
and the finest Hong Kong dim sum at Li
Yen. The Library, the hotel’s signature fine
dining restaurant, is where guests are taken
on a journey through the continents with
innovative seasonal menus. A truly elegant
and refined space ideal for a leisurely
afternoon, The Lobby Lounge speaks of
conversations and the pure enjoyment
of the moment through its quintessential
afternoon tea experience. The Chef-on-Call
is also available for bespoke corporate or
private affairs at The Private Dining Room,
making for truly memorable events.
THE SPA
An oasis of regeneration and beauty, RitzCarlton’s spa offers a mix of the world’s
most sophisticated
therapies integrated
Room
with the healing practices of the region.
Paying tribute to the cultural diversity and

Two Bedroom Suite, Master Room

rich healing heritage of the area, this most
stylish of spas blends ancient practices with
modern, using natural local ingredients to
provide a blissful relaxation and recovery
opportunity. Immerse in a Sensory Sound
Bath experience — a one-of-a-kind
combination of traditional healing practices
usings a full body deep tissue massage
combined with hot stones, and comes to
a close with a 10-minute “Sound Bath”,
leaving you feeling rejuvenated.
The Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur 168, Jalan Imbi,
55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +60 3 2142 8000
www.ritzcarlton.com/kualalumpur
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MAKAN MAKAN
Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-6201 6553

Nadodi KL
03 2181 4334 • Lot 183, 1st Floor, Jalan
Mayang, Off Jalan Yap Kwan Seng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Tel: 03-6211 7877

Qureshi Malaysia
03-2011 1007 • Ground Floor, East
Wing, TPC Kuala Lumpur No 10, Jalan
1/70D, Off Jalan Bukit Kiara, 60000
Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Halal

03-2782 3875

EATERY BY NUTMEG
Unit #01,163 Mont Kiara,
Kuala Lumpur.

/ 2430 / 2431

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2117 3111

THE BOHEIM EXPERIENCE
The Boheim Experience,
Bukit Damansara.

Open House
03-2162 0888 • G48 Suria KLCC,
Lakeside, 50888 Kuala Lumpur
• Malaysian • Pork-free
• Fine Dining

Celestial Court
03-2717 9988
• Jalan Sultan Ismail • Sheraton
Imperial Kuala Lumpur Hotel
• Oriental Cuisine • Casual Dining
Centre

Barat Lifestyle Vegetarian
Restaurant
010-288 2654 • 19, Lorong Kurau,
Taman Bukit Pantai, 59100 Kuala Lumpur.
• Fusion Vegetarian Restaurant
• Casual Dining • Halal

03-2148 8744

Tel: 03-8949 6288

Avenue K Shopping Mall
156 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur. Tel: 03 2168 7800
Avenue K is Kuala Lumpur’s coolest
urban hub where life and creativity are
celebrated. The new Avenue K aims to
indulge your retail desires, cater to your
entertainment needs and satisfy your
appetite for top-notch dining in comfort.
Far from a regular mall, it offers exciting
experiences and a trend setting venue
where shoppers can relax and treat
yourself to a good time. With over 60
exciting dining options including Fresca
Mexican Kitchen, Dolly Dim Sum,
Samba Brazilian Steakhouse, Sushi
Zanmai, Nene Chicken, Boat Noodle,
Sushi King and Bankara Ramen. there
is no doubt that Avenue K is a foodie’s
heaven. • 10am to 10pm
IOI City Mall
Management Office, Unit T2-3A-3 &
Unit T2-3A-3A, Level 3A, IOI City Tower
Two, Lebuh IRC, IOI Resort City, 62502
Putrajaya, Sepang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-8328 8900
The multi award-winning IOI City Mall,
located within IOI Resort City, is the
largest mall in Southern Klang Valley. It
is easily accessible via major highways
and public transport. Its 1.5 million sq.
ft. of lettable space is occupied by trendy
fashion brands, supermarket, cineplexes
and F&B outlets offering exquisite local
and international dining experiences. •
10am to 10pm
MyTOWN Shopping Centre
No.6, Jalan Cochrane Cheras, Seksyen
90, 55100 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-2710 0057
MyTOWN is located in Kuala Lumpur,
anchored by IKEA Cheras. Visit us
easily by bypass or take a ride on the
MRT to the Cochrane underground
MRT station. The blend of fashion
forward retail, amazing amenities,
stylish alfresco events make MyTOWN
the premier shopping destination in the
heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s more than
just shopping… It’s an experience for
everyone in the family!
• 10am to 10pm
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Shang Palace
03-2074 3904 • 11 Jalan Sultan Ismail
50250 Kuala Lumpur • Pork-free
• Shangri-La Hotel KL • Cantonese
Cuisine

Tel: 03-2142 6636

Chez Gaston KL by Rendez-Vous
011-3993 0036 • 12G, Jalan Bangsar
Utama 9, Bangsar, 59000 Kuala Lumpur.
• Non-halal • Casual Dining

Yun House
03-2382 8888 • Four Seasons Place,
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur. • Pork-free • Four Seasons
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Dim sum
Sunway Velocity Mall
Lingkaran SV, Sunway Velocity, 55100
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2786 3970
Sunway Velocity Mall is earmarked to
be the leading destination in KL South
with its cutting-edge architecture, neo
futuristic façade and contemporary
interior. Built with connectivity in mind,
the mall is easily accessible through
major roads and highways and is
well-serviced by public transportation
including 1 LRT and 2 MRTs.
• 10am to 10pm
The LINC KL
360, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-92130388
The LINC KL is an escape, a hideaway, a
preferred destination for when you want
to take a break from your busy life and
reconnect with nature. It is a place full
of such possibilities. Room for nature.
Room for coming together. Room for
celebration. Space to grow. Space to
simply be yourself.
• 10am to 10pm
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place
145 Jalan Ampang, 50450
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2391 9655
Shoppes at Four Seasons Place is an
elegant showcase spanning over six
levels of retail, restaurants, a boutique
grocer, and more. Immerse yourself in
seamless accessibility with your every
convenience within comfort’s reach.
Take your time to explore the collection
of carefully curated brands uniquely
housed amidst wide spaces, marble
halls, and comfortable lounge areas.
Strategically located in the Golden
Triangle of Kuala Lumpur, the mall
welcomes you to indulge in an idyllic
experience.
• 10am to 10pm

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2697 9312

Tel: 03-5633 2530

Entier French Dining
03-2268 3819 • Level 41 at Alila
Bangsar No 58, Jalan Ang Seng,
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
• Pork-free • Fine Dining

Opium KL
03-2142 5670 • 50, Changkat Bukit
Bintang, Kuala Lumpur. • Casual Dining
• Oriental

The Starling Mall
6, Jalan SS 21/37, Damansara
Utama, 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7730 7000
Built in an organic form with a fluid
façade and natural setting, The Starling
is a space where nature is immersed
into urban retail environment to create
a unique space for togetherness in
harmony with nature.

Bistro à Table
03-7931 2831 • 6, Jalan 17/54,
Seksyen 17, 46400 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor. • Fine Dining • Pork-free

Wan Chun Ting
03 2720 6688 • No. 6 – Jalan
Damanlela, Bukit Damansara, 50490
Kuala Lumpur. • Sofitel Kuala Lumpur
Damansara Hotel • Dim Sum
• Casual Dining

Contango
03-2785 8000 • 5, Jalan Sultan
Hishamuddin, Tasik Perdana, 50000
Kuala Lumpur • The Majestic Hotel KL
• Pork-free • Casual Dining

Din Tai Fung Pavilion
03-2148 8292 • 168, Bukit Bintang
Street, Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur. • Dim Sim • Casual Dining
10am - 10pm dayly

Tel: 03-2786 9333

KL’s Best Bar

Luk Yu Tea House
03 2782 3850 • Starhill Gallery 181,
Jalan Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur • Dim Sum • Tea House
• Casual Dining
Tao Chinese Cuisine
03-2782 6000 • 65, Jalan Ampang,
50450 Kuala Lumpur • Intercontinental
Hotel Kuala Lumpur • Oriental Cuisine
• Casual Dining

Cé La Vi
03-2770 3360 • Ilham Tower, No 8, Jln
Binjai, 50450 Kuala Lumpur • Pan-Asian
• Pork-free • Casual Dining

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

4, Jln Delima,kl
FLOUR Restaurant
012-960 0053 • Unit No. 69 & 71G,
Jalan Medan Setia 1, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur. • Fine Dining
• Pork-free

Babe by Jeff Ramsay
013 209 1330 • 11th Floor, Work@
Clearwater, Changkat Semantan,
Damansara Heights, 50490 Kuala
Lumpur • Fine Dining
• Pork-free
Huckleberry Food and Fare
03-2098 7933 • Plaza Damansara,
Jalan Medan Setia 2, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur • Casual Dining
• Pork-free

Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur,
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, WOLO, Bukit Bintang
Street, 55100 Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299

Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas,
Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama,
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388
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The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111 . Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral . From RM850

Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300 . Jalan 1 Taman
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084 . Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC . Fine Dining

The Ruma Hotel and Residences
+60 3 2778 0888 . 7 Jalan Kia Peng,
50450 Kuala Lumpur . www.theruma.
com . ATAS Modern Malaysian Eatery
(Modern Malaysian) . Santai Pool and
Lounge . Seven Lobby Bar and Lounge

Raja Chulan
Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL

Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022 . 9, Jalan Delima,
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur . Casual Dining

Sheraton Petaling Jaya
+60 3 7622 8888 . Jalan Utara C,
Petaling Jaya, 46200 Selangor
. www.mariott.com/sheraton-petalingjaya . Yue (Chinese) . Feast (International) . Miyabi (Japanese) . Sala
(Bar) . Chime (cigar and whisky bar)

Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783 . 124A, Jalan Kasah,
Medan Damansara . Casual Dining
Nippori Cafe
03-7733 8592 . 102 (First Floor),
Empire Damansara, Jalan PJU 8/8, Damansara Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor . Casual Dining

Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
145, Jalan Ampang
03-2382 8888

EQ
+603 - 2789 7777 . Equatorial Plaza
Jalan Sultan Ismail 50250 Kuala Lumpur . Nipah . Kampachi
. www.eqkualalumpur.com

Yuzu
03-2284 7663 . The Gardens,
Mid Valley City . Casual Dining

03-20201708

Sunway Pyramid Hotel
+603 7492 8000 . Persiaran Lagoon,
Bandar Sunway, 47500 Selangor
. The Resort Cafe, The Lobby Lounge,
Cherootz
03-2782 6000

www.ihg.com
Four Seasons Hotel Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8888 . Four Seasons Place,
145, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
www.fourseasons.com .Yun House (Chinese Restaurant) .Curate (All Day Dining)
.Bar Trigona (Bar) .The Lounge At Four
Seasons(International) .Pool Bar & Grill
W Kuala Lumpur
+603-2786 8888 .No. 121, Jalan
Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
www.mariott.com .Yen (Chinese
Restaurant) .Flock (All Day Dining)
.Woobar (Bar)

Tao (chi)

.OneSixFive(Japanese)

03-2020 5499

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688 . 6, Jalan Damanlela,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
. From RM330-RM820 . www.sofitelkualalumpur-damansara.com

Element by Westin Kuala Lumpur
03-2771 3388 . Ilham Tower, 8, Jln
Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur . Trace Restaurant & Bar .
From RM343 . www.marriott.com
Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000 . Jalan Bulan Off
Jalan Bukit Bintang
. www.capitol.com.my

03-2267 1111

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral

Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Hilton KL
+603 2264 2264 . 3 Jalan Stesen
Sentral, 50470 Kuala Lumpur
. ww3.hilton.com . Chynna (Chinese
Restaurant) . Vasco’s (All Day Dining)
Graze (European) . Zeta Bar (Bar)
. Iketeru (Japanese)

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA

Sunway Resort
+603 7492 8000 . Sunway Resort,
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,
47500 Selangor . www.sunwayhotels.
com . The Resort Cafe (All Day Dining)

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

03-8787 3333

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Pullman Kuala Lumpur
Villa Samadhi Kuala Lumpur
+603 2143 2300 . No. 8, Persiaran
Madge Off Jalan Madge, 55000 Kuala
Lumpur . www.villasamadhi.com.my
. The Dining Room (All Day Dining)
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Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.

03-2162 2233

Makana Restaurant
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MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

03-6200 1000

03-7967 3936

TO

03-2274 6542

9am-6pm

Casino De Genting
03-6101 1118

F4
03-7957 4341

03-9200 0039

Flight Training

Entry Mykad Holder
- RM49(Adult), RM39 (Child), General
Admission - RM69 (Adult), RM59 (Child)

03-2092 7070

03-2094 1222

03-6187 8786

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2267 1111

Skytropolis Indoor Theme Park
First World Plaza, Resorts World Genting,
Level 1, Genting Highlands, 69000
Tel: 03-2718 1118
District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

ADVERTISE
IN
THIS
SPACE
CONTACT:

B ARATHAN AMUTHAN

KL Lifestyle
31 Jalan Utara,
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia

PHOTOGRAPHER
03-2089 3400
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+60 12-244 6797
IG : framesbybarathanamuthan

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old

Tel: +603 7932 0668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
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SUNGAI BULOH

9

Kampung
Selamat
Kwasa
Damansara

9
10

Kwasa
Sentral

MRT LALUAN SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG

Kota
Damansara

MRT SUNGAI BULOH - KAJANG LINE

KTM LALUAN TERMINAL SKYPARK
KTM TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

Dalam
pembinaan

Surian

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Mutiara
Damansara

B1

Cochrane

Bandar
Utama

Passengers are required to exit station building
to switch lines.*

Tun Razak
Exchange (TRX)

Phileo
Damansara

Stesen Pertukaran

Penumpang TIDAK PERLU keluar daripada
bangunan stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan
yang lain. *

Interchange Station
Passengers are NOT REQUIRED to exit
station building to switch lines. *

Bukit Bintang

TTDI

Penumpang perlu keluar daripada bangunan
stesen untuk pertukaran ke laluan yang lain.*

Pusat Bandar
Damansara

Taman
Midah

CHAN
SOW LIN

Merdeka

Taman
Mutiara

Muzium
Negara

Semantan

Akan datang.
Stesen Projek
Laluan Terminal Skypark

Taman
Pertama

Taman
Connaught

COMING SOON. STATIONS ON
TERMINAL SKYPARK LINE

10
*

*

Penumpang digalakkan untuk menggunakan kad MyRapid Touch ‘n
Go (bagi laluan rel Rapid KL) atau kad Touch ‘n Go semasa
menggunakan perkhidmatan tren bagi perkiraan tambang yang lebih
rendah dan pertukaran yang lebih lancar di stesen pertukaran.
Penumpang yang menggunakan tiket/token sehala yang ingin
membuat pertukaran ke laluan lain di stesen pertukaran adalah
tertakluk pada arahan penggunaan yang ditetapkan seperti yang
berikut:
- membuat pertukaran di stesen pertukaran selepas keluar dari pintu
automatik
- mendapatkan tiket/token sehala baharu di mesin jualan tiket (TVM)
yang telah disediakan sebelum membuat pertukaran.
Passengers are advised to use MyRapid Touch ‘n Go (for Rapid KL rail
lines) or Touch ‘n Go cards during their journey on the train to enjoy
lower fares and convenience of switching line(s) at interchange
station(s).
Passengers with one-way tickets/tokens that need to switch to other
lines at the interchange station is subject to user instructions as below:
- change lines at interchange station after exiting the automatic gate
- purchase new one-way tickets/tokens at Ticket Vending
Machines (TVM) before switching lines.

Taman
Suntex
Sri Raya
Bandar Tun
Hussein
Onn

TERMINAL
SKYPARK

(Lapangan Terbang
Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah)

Ara
Damansara

Lembah
Subang

Ecocity

Ker
inch
i

Glenmarie

10

Setia
Jaya

SUBANG
JAYA

B1

2

B1

(Akan Datang

Batu 11
Cheras
COMING SOON)

Bukit
Dukung

KAJANG

Stadium
Kajang

9

Kajang 2 (Akan Datang

COMING SOON)

SUNWAY-SETIA JAYA

Sungai Gadut
Rembau
Tampin
Batang Melaka

PU
TR
AH
EIG
HT
S

NOTA :

Sila ikut langkah berikut apabila menggunakan stesen sambungan Rapid KL :
Dang Wangi dan Bukit Nanas
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Dang Wangi (jika dari LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya) dan stesen Bukit Nanas (jika dari
Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

NOTE :
Please observe the following steps for journey between Rapid KL connecting stations :Dang Wangi and Bukit Nanas
Purchase tokens up to Dang Wangi (if from LRT Kelana Jaya Line) and Bukit Nanas (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Sultan Ismail dan Medan Tuanku
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Sultan Ismail (jika dari Laluan LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling) dan stesen Medan Tuanku (jika
dari Laluan Monorel KL). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

Sultan Ismail and Medan Tuanku
Purchase tokens up to Sultan Ismail (if from LRT Ampang / Sri Petaling Lines) and Medan Tuanku (if from KL Monorail Line).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

KL Sentral (LRT Laluan Kelana Jaya), KL Sentral (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Muzium Negara (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen KL Sentral atau Muzium Negara (di laluan di mana anda berada).
Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

KL Sentral (LRT Kelana Jaya Line), KL Sentral (KL Monorail Line) and Muzium Negara (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to KL Sentral or Muzium Negara (on the current line you are on).
Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connecting station.

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (Laluan Monorel KL) dan Bukit Bintang (MRT Laluan Sg Buloh-Kajang)
Beli token untuk perjalanan hingga stesen Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (jika dari Laluan Monorel KL) dan stesen Bukit Bintang (jika dari MRT
Laluan Sg Buloh - Kajang). Keluar dari stesen destinasi tersebut dan beli token perjalanan baharu untuk memasuki stesen sambungan.

Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line).
Purchase tokens up to Air Asia - Bukit Bintang (if from KL Monorail Line) and Bukit Bintang (if from
MRT Sg Buloh-Kajang Line). Exit station upon arrival and purchase another new token to enter connectiing station.

Bagi pengguna kad MyRapid Touch ‘n Go, tambang akan ditolak berdasarkan perjalanan anda.

Sungai
Jernih

For MyRapid Touch ‘n Go card users, fare will be deducted accordingly as you travel.

GEMAS

Heineken Marketing Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. Company No. 196501000156 (5971-D)
Sungei Way Brewery, Lot 1135, Batu 9, Jalan Klang Lama, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.

Therapy from the comfort of your home

The Mind Consultant - a brand compromising professionals in the mental helth field provide easy, specifically-tailored
online counselling service. Seek online counsellinng from the comfort of your home today.
Like and follow our facebook page
themindconsultant.my

Contact us now:
themindconsultant.com

